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 Abstract 
During travels, people want to be able to move fast and smooth from point A to 
point B. Thereby, many people can relate to the struggles which occur when 
carrying several belongings simultaneously. 
This master’s thesis was performed in collaboration with Thule Sweden AB and the 
purpose was to develop a design concept which would make it easier to travel with 
a wheeled luggage in combination with a secondary bag such as a laptop bag or 
handbag.  
The design process started off with benchmarking competitors and their solutions 
to similar problems followed by a user study including observations of travelers and 
their habits, interviews and user journeys. From this, key findings were gathered 
and served as foundation for the identification of user needs, creating of personas 
and for decomposing the problem into the most important functions. Based on these, 
a large number of concepts were produced in a first concept generation phase 
through brainstorming, sketching and parallel prototyping. The concepts were 
evaluated and one was chosen to be elaborated in a second concept generation phase. 
The final concept is called Thule Unite and is a feature which enables fast and easy 
attachment of a secondary bag onto a wheeled luggage. The solution consists of a 
bar, equipped with two elastic bands, integrated into the wheeled luggage and does 
not interfere with the design of the luggage nor its fixed- and telescopic handle. 
When using Thule Unite the user places their secondary bag on top of the wheeled 
luggage, pulls the bar over and around the bag and the telescopic tubes and then 
releases it. The bar is pulled against the telescopic tubes by the elastic bands which 
are at the same time pressing the secondary bag towards the wheeled luggage. Thule 
Unite allows fastening of various types and sizes of secondary bags and is easily 
managed with only one hand. The concept aim travelers who are not willing to 
compromise in the choice of their personal everyday bag. 
The functional and minimalistic design of the concept would fit into a Thule 
wheeled luggage and achieve the company’s mission to help people transport the 
things they care for safely, easily and in style. 
 
Keywords: luggage, travel, Thule, connecting two bags, concept development, 
carry-on, suitcase 
 Sammanfattning 
Att resa handlar för många människor om att komma så snabbt och smidigt som 
möjligt från punkt A till punkt B. Därmed är det lätt att känna igen de besvär som 
kan uppstå då många tillhörigheter ska med samtidigt. 
Detta examensarbete har gjorts i samarbete med Thule Sweden AB och syftet var 
att utveckla ett koncept för att underlätta resandet då både en resväska på hjul och 
en ytterligare väska ska tas med, till exempel en dator- eller handväska. 
Designprocessen började med benchmarking av konkurrenterna och deras lösningar 
på liknande problem. Efter det följde en användarstudie som inkluderade 
observationer av resenärer och deras vanor, intervjuer och användarresor. En 
sammanfattning av de viktigaste iakttagelserna låg till grund för identifiering av 
användarbehov, skapande av personas och upprättande av en funktionsanalys. 
Utifrån detta genererades ett stort antal koncept i en första konceptgenereringsfas i 
form av brainstorming, skissning och tillverkning av snabba prototyper. Koncepten 
utvärderades och ett av koncepten valdes ut för fortsatt vidareutveckling i en andra 
konceptgenereringsfas.  
Det slutgiltiga konceptet, Thule Unite, är en funktion som möjliggör snabb och 
enkel fastsättning av en extra väska på en resväska på hjul. Lösningen består av två 
elastiska band fastsatta på en platta som är helt integrerad i resväskan och som 
därmed inte nämnvärt påverkar väskans design, det fasta handtaget eller 
teleskophandtaget. För att använda Thule Unite placerar användaren extraväskan 
ovanpå resväskan, tar tag i plattan och drar det sedan upp och över 
teleskophandtaget för att sedan släppa taget. De elastiska banden gör att plattan 
pressas mot baksidan av teleskophandtaget och trycker därmed fast extraväskan mot 
resväskan. Thule Unite tillåter fastsättning av olika typer och storlekar av 
extraväskor och kan enkelt användas med en hand. Konceptet riktar sig till resenärer 
som inte är villiga att kompromissa i sitt val av personlig väska.  
Konceptets funktionella och minimalistiska design skulle passa väl in på en resväska 
från Thule och möta företagets mål att hjälpa människor att transportera de saker de 
bryr sig om på ett säkert, enkelt och stilfullt sätt.   
Nyckelord: bagage, resa, Thule, sammankoppla väskor, konceptutveckling, 
kabinväska, resväska 
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1  Introduction 
In the introduction a background of the topic for this project and of the initiator 
Thule is described together with the goal of this project and its delimitations. 
1.1  Background 
The travel industry is a constantly growing market where the number of departures 
has increased more than twofold in 20 years, from 625.6 million departures in 1995 
to 1.36 billion departures in 2016 (The World Bank Group, 2017). Most airlines 
allows passengers to bring a carry-on luggage with dimensions up to 56 x 45 x 25 
cm (Gavin, 2017) plus a personal item into the aircraft cabin. Some airlines are even 
charging checked luggage. As a consequence of this, a lot of travelers bring more 
and more of their belongings past the security check (Greenberg, 2011). 
Traveling with more than one bag is often seen in other means of conveyance such 
as train and bus. Although, the rules and restrictions are not as profound with these 
as when traveling by air. Frequently seen are business travelers having two bags, 
often consisting of a wheeled cabin sized luggage and a smaller bag in which a 
laptop can be stowed in, hereinafter referred to as a wheeled luggage and secondary 
bag respectively. These travelers often connect their two bags by using the 
secondary bag's built in pass-through panel, which is an extra layer of fabric to be 
pulled over the telescopic handle. If the bag is of a design where this solution is not 
present, usually they either put the secondary bag on top of the wheeled luggage and 
hold on to the bag's handles or, pull the handles of the secondary bag over the 
telescopic handle. Neither of the two latter solutions are ideal and there is a risk of 
the secondary bag falling off. 
Today, there are mainly two ways manufacturers offer connection of a wheeled 
luggage and a secondary bag. One is the previously mentioned pass-through panel 
and the other is a piggyback strap – a strap which allows hanging the secondary bag 
on the front of the wheeled luggage, further descriptions of these can be found in 
section 3.2.4 Combi-grip. Both have their limitations. For instance, the pass-through 
panel is something that has to be integrated in the secondary bag and only fits a 
certain width of a double tube telescopic handle. The piggyback strap has its 
limitations in the fact that you need to have a secondary bag with handles that are 
not too long so that it will be dragged on the ground or swing around. 
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1.2  About Thule 
Thule Sweden AB, hereinafter referred to as Thule, was established in 1942 in 
Hillerstorp, Sweden and today they have more than 2,000 employees at over 40 
production and sales locations all over the world. They produce high quality 
products that enables people to safely, easily and in style transport different kinds 
of equipment, helping them to live an active life.  
Thule designs and manufactures products in four main categories; Racks & Carriers, 
Active with Kids, Luggage & Bags and RV Products. Products within these 
categories include roof racks and boxes, bike, water and winter sport carriers, child-
related products such as baby joggers, child bike seats and bike trailers, camera, 
computer and sports bags, backpacks and luggage as well as accessories for RV 
vehicles (Thule Group, 2017). 
In the Racks & Carriers category, Thule is a strong market leader with 
approximately 50% of the global market (Welander, 2017). In 2006 Thule acquired 
Case Logic, a leading company in Bags and Electronic Devices, and has since 
designed and manufactured bags and luggage under the Thule brand. As with all 
Thule's products, within the Luggage & Bags section there is a focus on functional, 
easy-to-use products of high quality and style.  
Thule is the largest brand within the Thule Group. As a fairly new player in a 
marketplace which is significantly bigger than the ones it is already acting in, the 
company is striving towards strengthening its position within the Sport and Travel 
bags market segment (Thule Group, 2017).  
1.3  Project Description 
The goal of this project was to develop a solution to combine a secondary bag with 
a wheeled luggage for Thule. The two primary main parts were (i) to make it more 
ergonomic and safe to carry a laptop bag or a backpack on top of a wheeled luggage, 
hereinafter referred to as combi-grip, and that this would (ii) require the handle to 
have a stepless adjustment to any desired height for it to be more ergonomic 
regardless of user and secondary bag. The solution should allow the carry pieces to 
work and be comfortable both individually as well as in combination and to have a 
design that maximizes packing space and provides flatter packing surface. In 
addition, the new concept should not conflict with any existing patents. 
In the course of the project the goal came to evolve into solving the main problem 
at hand, which was to attach a secondary bag to a wheeled luggage. In consultation 
with Thule, when the research phase was completed it was decided that the 
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continuation of the project would focus on the combination of two bags and to leave 
out the stepless part of the project. 
The target audience for this product is any type of  business traveler using a wheeled 
luggage on any means of conveyance such as aircraft, bus and train. Out of these, 
the regulations for traveling by aircraft are the most rigorous and therefore this 
project will have a focus on designing for this environment. 
The project will end up in a product concept which will be presented through images 
and a functional prototype. The prototype will aim to suit a wheeled luggage of 
carry-on size. This project was initiated by the Product Management Director of 
Bags Americas at Thule, Jim Matthews, and during the course of the project follow 
up meetings has been held.  
This project was carried out in the fall of 2017 during 20 weeks at the department 
of Design Sciences and presented in January 2018. In appendix A the time plan for 
the project can be found. 
1.4  Delimitations 
This project aims to produce a concept and prototype for a carry-on sized wheeled 
luggage and therefore adaptation to larger bags has not been investigated further. 
The solution will be designed for a telescopic handle with two tubes with 
dimensions according to a Thule wheeled luggage. The produced prototype will 
show the functionality of the concept and not serve as the final visual design. After 
the first ideation phase it was decided in consultation with Thule that the outcome 
should be a feature present only on the wheeled luggage and not on, or in 
combination with, the secondary bag. 
Technical specifications will be limited to suggested materials and manufacturing 
methods. Calculations of cost and design will therefore be left out as well as 
technical drawings. 
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2  Methodology 
In this section the overall approach for this project is presented as well as the main 
sources for the used methods. 
2.1  Approach 
It was chosen to follow the Double Diamond design process as a general model for 
this project. The design process was developed at the Design Council in 2005 and 
is divided into four phases; Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver. During the 
Discover and Develop phases divergent thinking should be applied to generate a 
large number of ideas, whereas during the Define and Deliver phases convergent 
thinking should be used to evaluate and promote focus (Design Council, 2017). 
Figure 2.1 shows the Double Diamond design process and the applied elements of 
each phase that were used for this project.  
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Figure 2.1 The Double Diamond process used for this project	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2.2  Design Methods 
The methods used during this project is mainly based on the knowledge gained from 
courses at LTH and from the experienced designers, engineers and product 
developers at Thule. Sources which were used frequently during the project include 
Universal Methods of Design - 100 Ways to Research Complex Problems, Develop 
Innovative Ideas, and Design Effective Solutions (Martin & Hanington, 2012), Vilda 
Idéer och djuplodande analys om designmetodikens grunder (Landqvist, 1994) and 
Product Design and Development (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). The specific methods 
used are described in the applied sections. 
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3  Discover 
This research was performed to get a better understanding of the problem and the 
users’ needs. In this section, the research performed as well as the methods that 
have been used are presented. The highlights from the Discover phase are gathered 
under section 3.4 Key Findings. 
3.1  Methods 
To find credibility in collected data, triangulation of different research methods 
including benchmarking, observations, user journey and interviews has been 
performed (Preece, Rogers & Sharp, 2016). 
  Benchmarking Current Market 
To get a broad picture of what the current market has to offer and to understand 
strengths and weaknesses of Thule’s competitors, data was collected mainly through 
product specifications, user reviews and tests, online magazines, lead users' blogs 
as well as studying similar functions applied on products other than luggages. 
  Observations 
To gain understanding for travelers’ needs and troubles when traveling with a 
wheeled luggage and a secondary bag combined, observations at two different 
airports were conducted. To impact on the travelers’ every-day habits as little as 
possible, the observation method Fly-on-the-wall was used (Martin & Hanington, 
2012). 
  User Journey 
Several user journeys were performed by the project team to familiarize themselves 
with a traveler's situation and to better understand the problems and difficulties that 
might occur during travels. By using the method, the concept developers gets the 
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chance to pinpoint occasions that developed strong emotional reactions and which 
might have room for improvements (Martin & Hanington, 2012). 
  Interviews 
Interviews were carried out to get a deeper understanding of the users' opinions and 
perceptions (Martin & Hanington, 2012). To get concrete facts about travelers real 
wants and needs, the interviews were carried out in an unstructured setting following 
The Mom Test (Fitzpatrick, 2013). The idea of this is to have a conversation where 
you do not mention your own idea/solution but instead ask open questions that lets 
the person talk about their life and specifics in their past instead of generics or 
opinions about the future, and also to talk less and listen more. If the interviewee 
should start talking about other things that are not as relevant for the problem to be 
solved, they should be allowed to do so and the interviewer should firmly steer back 
to the more relevant topics. With this method one can avoid being lied to, even by 
one’s own mother, and get to the real pain points of the costumer without leading 
them to any opinions because of the questions asked. This method was used to 
minimize the risk of interviewees consciously or unconsciously lying to you.  
3.2  Benchmarking 
During the benchmarking, luggage manufactured by Thule and their competitors 
were examined as well as similar functions in products outside the luggage market. 
Patents of different stepless solutions used in telescopic handles for wheeled 
luggage and other products were also studied. 
  Telescopic Handles 
At first, the main competitors in luggage was gathered and their product assortment 
when it comes to wheeled carry-on luggage that have some sort of telescopic handle 
was scanned. Then, reviews and tests from external sources such as online 
magazines were studied.  
The general focus of reviews in this area are often the bag's ability to pack as much 
as possible without making your business suit wrinkly. When it comes to the 
telescopic handle, the general opinions of the reviewers are that the telescopic 
handle should be stable and not rickety as well as easy to push down. The telescopic 
handle makes a difference in the overall feeling of the bag where a handle that "just 
works" all the time is somewhat of a rare feature among telescopic handles and a 
sign of quality (Dillon & Rose, 2017). 
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According to the review "How to Pick Out the Right Suitcase or Luggage for a Trip" 
in Forbes (Jet, 2017), the three main factors that you need to consider when picking 
out the right suitcase are size, mobility and durability. When it comes to the 
telescopic handles they should make it easier to walk with the luggage and be built 
strong enough to endure the rigors of travel. 
Many manufacturers of wheeled luggage often has the same type of design for their 
telescopic handle. An example of this is found in Osprey's wheeled luggage Sojourn 
found in figure 3.1 below. It usually consists of two vertical tubes (1), extendable in 
two or three sections (2), connected by a horizontal handle (3) with a button (4). 
 
Figure 3.1 Osprey's wheeled luggage Sojourn. (Osprey, 2017) 
Another design of the telescopic handle that is a little less common is the single tube 
handle. This type of handle can be found in Samsonite's bag Cosmolite in figure 3.2 
below. It has a single telescopic tube (1) and a horizontal handle at the top (2), 
making the whole handle to be shaped like a T.  
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Figure 3.2 Samsonite's wheeled luggage Cosmolite. (Samsonite, 2017) 
One version of a telescopic handle that is somewhat of a rarity can be found on the 
AT Wheelie bag from Lowe Alpine, see figure 3.3. On this luggage, the two 
telescopic tubes are placed at the edges of the bag, as far apart as possible. When 
the testing community Carryology tested this bag they wondered why every 
manufacturer does not do it this way as it enables the traveler to walk alongside the 
luggage rather than pulling it behind them. They also commended that there is 
always a way to naturally position your hand around the handle (Carryology, 2016).  
 
Figure 3.3 Low Alpine's wheeled luggage AT Wheelie. (Lowe Alpine, 2017) 
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  Stepless Height Adjustment 
The features of the telescopic handle is not something that is usually advertised by 
the manufacturers. Therefore, the mechanism of the telescopic handle and whether 
or not it is stepless has been hard to distinguish. However, one manufacturer that 
has an almost stepless telescopic handle is Rimowa, see figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4 Wheeled luggage from Rimowa. (Rimowa, n.d.) 
The mechanism can be seen in figures 3.5-3.7. Their solution is to have racks (1) 
inside the tubes (2), and a locking mechanism consisting of a metal clamp (3) 
locking a small cogwheel (4) at an arbitrary position on the rack. The metal clamp 
is being pulled up and unlocking the cogwheel through a metal rod (5) by pressing 
the button (6) on the top of the handle (7). 
 
Figure 3.5 Rimowa mechanism for telescopic handle. (Thule, 2017) 
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Figure 3.6 Rimowa mechanism for telescopic handle. (Thule, 2017) 
 
Figure 3.7 Rimowa mechanism for telescopic handle. (Thule, 2017) 
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Another solution to having multiple options on what height to lock the telescopic 
handle, although not being completely stepless, is to have many small holes in the 
tubes and a spring loaded pin on the inner tubes being pushed out and locking the 
different tube sections together. Briggs & Riley is one of the manufacturers who 
uses this solution. 
3.2.2.1  Similar functions 
Two examples of other applications for stepless extension of tubes is microphone 
stands and camera pods.  
In figure 3.8 the microphone floor stand "One hand microphone stand" from König 
& Meyer is presented. At the top of the telescopic tube there is a "Soft-Touch" clutch 
that can be squeezed to adjust the height of the stand to desired position. A more 
detailed explanation of how König & Meyer have solved this can be found in the 
next section, 3.2.3 Patents. 
 
Figure 3.8 König & Meyer microphone stand. (König & Meyer, 2010) 
A similar function is used for the "Automatic 3-section Monopod" from Manfrotto, 
figure 3.9. It has several sections of tubes where a "trigger handle" is used to adjust 
the top section. The lower sections use a twist and lock adjustment where two 
sections are first loosened from each other by twisting them in different directions 
relative to each other, then the length is adjusted, and finally the two tubes are 
tightened by twisting them in the opposite direction. 
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Figure 3.9 Manfrotto Monopod. (Manfrotto, 2017) 
What makes these solutions interesting to further investigate is the ease and 
quickness in height adjustment that they provide. It is also an intuitive way of 
adjusting, by squeezing the clutch until the desired height is being reached. 
  Patents 
By studying patents of stepless height adjustments, a wider knowledge about the 
mechanisms and technical solutions was collected. Below is a draft of the most 
relevant patents studied. 
König & Meyer has patented their solution (US 2010/0243828 A1, 2010) of which 
drawings can be seen in figures 3.10 and 3.11.  When the clutch (20) is squeezed, it 
moves a rod (17) vertically upwards inside the tube (7). This makes the clamping 
body (10) release the pressure it has on the rolling elements (11) which in is then no 
longer pressed against the insides of the outer tube (6). This makes the inner tube 
(7) able to move freely on the rolling elements (11) inside the outer tube (6). When 
the clutch (20) is released, the rod (17) moves vertically downwards and makes the 
clamping body (10) put pressure on the rolling elements (11) which are no longer 
free to move and the inner tube (7) is now locked to the outer tube (6).  
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Figure 3.10 König & Meyer’s patented stepless solution. (Lippert & Reichert, 2010) 
 
Figure 3.11 König & Meyer’s patented stepless solution. (Lippert & Reichert, 2010) 
Another patented solution (US5909760 A, 1999) is a commonly used mechanism in 
different forms, for example in telescopic luggage handles and crutches. In this 
patented solution, as can be seen in figure 3.12, an insertion strip (40) with numerous 
holes is located on the inside of the outer tube (30). A connection rod (80) connects 
to a retaining member (90) at the bottom of the inner tube (70). When the connection 
rod (80) is pulled upward, the retaining projection (91) is retracted from one of the 
holes in the insertion strip (40) and the inner tube (70) can be moved inside the outer 
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tube (30). When the connecting rod (80) is released, the retaining projection (91) 
can extract into one of the holes of the insertion strip and the tubes are locked in that 
position. However, even though this solution can lock the tubes at several different 
heights, it is not completely stepless.   
 
Figure 3.12 Patented stepless solution. (Tsai, 1999) 
In another patented solution (US2016206068 A1, 2016), seen in figure 3.13, the 
stepless mechanism has been solved by having anchor clamps (73, 74, 77 and 78) 
at the bottom of an inner tube (32), locking the inner tube to the outer tube (31). 
When the button at the top of the handle is pressed, a shaft (53) moves transversely 
inside the tubes and the anchor clamps is moved away from the inner walls. This 
allows the inner tube to be adjusted freely relative the outer tube, thus making the 
solution stepless. 
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Figure 3.13 Patented stepless solution. (Tsai, 2016) 
In figure 3.14 another patented solution (US5553350 A, 1996) is shown. By moving 
a link (20) inside the inner tube (11) upward, a plug (23) connected to the link press 
against the lower portion of a tubular anchor (31). The tubular anchor has a plurality 
of slits, enabling it to expand easily. When the plug is pressed upwards, the tubular 
anchor is pressed against the inner walls of the outer tube (34) restraining the inner 
tube relative to the outer tube, making it stepless. 
 
Figure 3.14 Patented stepless solution. (Chang, 1996) 
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These patents are only a fraction of all the different solutions for making a telescopic 
function stepless. A closer study of patents was performed after selecting the final 
concept to be further elaborated and can be found in section 6.4 Patents.  
  Combi-grip 
When benchmarking the current market various solutions for attaching a secondary 
bag to a wheeled luggage were found. The different solutions differ from being 
integrated in the secondary bag or the wheeled luggage to be a stand-alone product 
that comes with the bag or that can be bought separately. The detachable bag holders 
are questioned in the luggage review The Best Carry-On Luggage, where it is 
claimed that the attachment most likely will not be found when the user needs it 
(Dillon & Rose, 2017). The most relevant solutions for the connecting function that 
was found during benchmarking are presented below.   
3.2.4.1  Pass-through panel 
The pass-through panel, figure 3.15, is a solution that is integrated in the secondary 
bag and commonly found on laptop bags. The solution consists of a piece of fabric 
that has been sewed onto the back of the secondary bag. The secondary bag is then 
connected to the wheeled luggage by threading the sewn pocket onto the telescopic 
tubes and pulling it down towards the luggage. For the solution to work ideal the 
width between the tubes on the wheeled luggage need to have a fixed distance for it 
to be tightly fastened.  
 
Figure 3.15 Pass-through panel. (Carr, 2017) 
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3.2.4.2  Piggyback strap 
The solution has got the name piggyback strap as the secondary bag will ride 
piggyback on the wheeled luggage. When using the piggyback strap the user will 
most likely have to pull out the strap from a hidden pocket or from inside the 
wheeled luggage. If the strap is not already fastened to the wheeled luggage this will 
usually be done using a hook. Then, the strap will be put around the short handles 
on the secondary bag which will hang on the front of the wheeled luggage. The 
solution can be found integrated into luggages as seen in figure 3.16 but also as a 
separate accessory, see figure 3.17.  
 
Figure 3.16 Thule’s piggyback strap. (Thule, n.d.) 
 
Figure 3.17 Detachable piggyback strap. (Lewis N. Clark, 2017) 
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3.2.4.3  Briggs & Riley SmartLink™ Hook 
This solution, see figure 3.18, is similar to the piggyback strap as the secondary bag 
will piggyback the wheeled luggage when in use. The difference is that one of the 
ends consist of a hook on which the secondary bag is to be hanged. The other end 
of the SmartLink is designed to only allow attachment to a Briggs & Riley luggage 
with a SmartLink receiver.  
 
Figure 3.18 Briggs & Riley SmartLink Hook. (Briggs & Riley, 2017) 
3.2.4.4  Demi Hugger 
Demi Hugger, see figure 3.19, is a connecting product not linked to any luggage 
manufacturer. The solution consist of an elastic piece of fabric with Velcro 
attachments on the ends. When using the product the user encircles the secondary 
bag and threads the Demi Hugger over the telescopic tubes on the wheeled luggage 
using a piece of fabric similar to the pass-through panel.  
 
Figure 3.19 Demi Hugger. (Demi Hugger, 2017) 
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3.2.4.5  Bag Bungee 
The Bag Bungee, see figure 3.20, is just like Demi Hugger, a stand-alone product 
for enabling attachment of a secondary bag to a wheeled luggage. When using this 
solution, the user fastens one end to the fixed handle of the wheeled luggage and the 
other end is to be threaded around the telescopic tubes.  
 
Figure 3.20 Bag Bungee. (DHGate.com, 2017) 
3.2.4.6  Douchebags 
Douchebags use a hook-up system for connecting their secondary bag to the 
wheeled luggage. The system is based on the piggyback principal with a hook 
connecting to loops on the front of the wheeled luggage. The hook-up system is 
integrated on a wheeled luggage such as the Aviator, as well as on a secondary bag 
such as the Artist, both shown connected in figure 3.21. 
 
Figure 3.21 Douchebags’ hook-up system. (Douchebags, 2017) 
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3.2.4.7  Bugaboo 
Bugaboo market their luggage products from the Bugaboo Boxer series as a luggage 
system instead of independent bags. The system is a range of products including 
chassis (1), travel case (2), cabin case (3), see figure 3.22, and add-ons like laptop 
bags, see figure 3.23, and similar. The different bags can be docked to one another 
and to the chassis in various ways. An elastic cord can be pulled out from the back 
of the wheeled luggage, see figure 3.24, and fastened on the telescopic handle, see 
figure 3.25 or on the front panel, see figure 3.26. This enables attachment of 
secondary bags with a pass-through panel and other items on top of the wheeled 
luggage. 
 
Figure 3.22 Bugaboo Boxer. (Bugaboo, 2017) 
 
Figure 3.23 Bugaboo Boxer with laptop bag. (Bugaboo, 2017) 
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Figure 3.24 Bugaboo elastic cord. (Bugaboo, 2017) 
 
Figure 3.25 Bugaboo elastic cord attachment point. (Bugaboo, 2017) 
 
Figure 3.26 Bugaboo elastic cord attachment point. (Bugaboo, 2017) 
3.2.4.8  Valluse 
Valluse's module luggage, see figure 3.27, resemble the Bugaboo Boxer series since 
it consists of different luggage pieces which can be assembled in various ways. The 
Valluse module luggage consist of three bags with different sizes that is connected 
with a slide bar (1) and a locking system (2). 
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Figure 3.27 Valluse module luggage. (Yanko Design, 2017) 
  Thule’s Wheeled Luggage 
The telescopic handle on Thule's wheeled carry-on luggage at the time of writing is 
presented in figure 3.28. The two telescopic V-shaped tubes consists of  three 
sections (1) and are connected by a vertical handle (2). To adjust the height of the 
telescopic handle, one of two buttons (3) located on each side of the vertical handle 
is pressed.  
 
Figure 3.28 Thule Subterra Carry-On backside. (Thule, n.d.) 
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Thule's current solutions to carry a secondary bag is presented in figures 3.29-3.31. 
By using a pass-through panel on the backside of the secondary bag, it can be 
attached to the wheeled luggage. The design of the pass-through panel is a bit 
different for the various types of bags. In figure 3.29 a small panel is used for a 
laptop bag, in figure 3.30 a bigger pass-through panel is used for a bigger carry-on 
bag (without wheels) and in figure 3.31 the pass-through panel of a backpack is 
shown. In figure 3.16, Thule’s version of the piggyback strap is shown which is 
included when buying the wheeled luggage. In one end there is a metal hook that is 
to be fastened on the top of the wheeled luggage and in the other end there is a 
plastic snap which secures the secondary bag.  
 
Figure 3.29 Thule small pass-through panel. (Thule, n.d.) 
 
Figure 3.30 Thule big pass-through panel. (Thule, n.d.) 
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Figure 3.31 Thule backpack pass-through panel. (Thule, n.d.) 
  Examined Products on the Market 
A general examination of telescopic handles and fastening functions on wheeled 
luggages was carried out to get an understanding of the struggles one can have when 
using them. The most essential findings were as follows: 
•   The placement of the height adjustment button, or buttons, on the telescopic 
handle are important for an ergonomic and smooth way of use.  
•   The telescopic handle on luggages from several manufacturers was found 
rackety when fully extended. 
•   If attaching a backpack with the piggyback strap on a wheeled luggage, the 
shoulder straps of the backpack risk being dragged on the ground as is 
shown in figure 3.32.	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Figure 3.32 Backpack straps dragged on the floor. 
•   When attaching a larger backpack upright to a wheeled luggage using a 
pass-through panel, the telescopic handle can be hard to reach as it is being 
blocked by the backpack, figure 3.33. 	  
	  
 
Figure 3.33 Telescopic handle blocked by a backpack. 
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•   Holding more than one luggage handle in the same hand can be heavy and 
non-ergonomic, especially if the handles are in some way prevented from 
being placed close to one another as shown in figure 3.34. 
 
 
Figure 3.34 Holding two luggage handles in the same hand.	  
•   If attaching a secondary bag to a wheeled luggage using a pass-through 
panel, both hands must often be used; one to hold the bag and another to 
open the bottom of the pass-through panel, figure 3.35. In addition, the 
secondary bag needs to be lifted up high to be threaded around the telescopic 
tubes.  
 
Figure 3.35 Usage of a pass-through panel. 
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3.3  User Study 
To get a deeper understanding of the users and their needs a user study including 
observations, user journeys and interviews were carried through.  
  Fly-on-the-Wall Observations 
Two observations were performed during the Discover phase. The first was situated 
at Landvetter Airport in Gothenburg on an early Thursday morning. To be able to 
section according to demographics, notes were taken on gender, age, height and type 
of travel. Notes on how many wheels the traveler used when rolling the luggage was 
also taken. Qualitative focus areas were to observe how the travelers connected their 
secondary bag with their wheeled luggage and to note struggles they might face. 
During approximately five hours 48 people traveling with a secondary bag 
connected to a wheeled luggage were observed. The observation notes can be found 
in appendix B.1. 
The second observation was situated at Kastrup Airport in Copenhagen on an early 
Monday morning. To be able to compare the results from the two observations only 
minor changes was made to the observation scheme. Since the height of travelers 
was hard to determine this section was removed for the second observation. The age 
range was modified from three sections to two, as the latter was considered to be 
sufficient. During approximately five hours 151 people traveling with a secondary 
bag connected to a wheeled luggage were observed. The observation notes can be 
found in appendix B.2. A summary of both observations can be found in table 3.1, 
the travelers having an odd bag such as a garment or plastic bag was removed from 
this table (10 travelers).  
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Table 3.1 Summary of bags and attachments from observations. 
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Laptop bags 69 8 20 2 1 0 100 
Briefcase 9 0 15 3 1 0 28 
Backpack 2 5 8 2 0 0 17 
Handbag 6 8 26 2 0 2 44 
Total 86 21 69 9 2 2 189 
 
During the observation at Kastrup Airport, notes were also taken on what type of 
secondary bag 153 travelers had who traveled with a secondary bag and a wheeled 
luggage without connecting them, see table 3.2. 
Table 3.2 Different bags, secondary bag not attached. 
Type of secondary bag Quantity 
Laptop bags 26 
Briefcase 18 
Backpack 44 
Handbag 65 
Total 153 
 
The total amounts of the secondary bag types can be found in table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 Different bags, total. 
Type of secondary bag Quantity % 
Laptop bags 126 37% 
Briefcase 46 13% 
Backpack 61 18% 
Handbag 109 32% 
Total 342   
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  User Journey 
Several User Journeys were carried out during the Discover phase, when traveling 
to and from Landvetter Airport and Kastrup Airport as well as traveling by train and 
bus. Throughout the User Journeys, different types of luggages have been studied 
including two and four wheeled luggage, single and double tube telescopic handle 
and several brands. The most relevant situations from all journeys are summarized 
in figure 3.36. 
 
Figure 3.36 User journey. 
1.   When walking on cobblestone, the wheeled luggage are constantly bumping 
and the secondary bag needs to be carried on ones shoulder as it would 
make the wheeled luggage even more unstable if being connected using a 
piggyback strap. 
2.   Packing the luggage into the car  
3.   Driving to the airport 
4.   Be able to move rapidly from the car into the airport with all luggage is 
sought-after. As the ways to carry a wheeled luggage is limited, a curb 
could be an inconvenient obstacle.  
5.   When moving from one place to another in an airport, lots of personal items 
need to be close at hand.  
6.   The luggages should be easy to dissemble and reassemble when moving 
past the security check to make the passing as smooth as possible for all 
parts involved.    
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7.   Past the security check, the traveler may want easy access to the secondary 
bag and to stroll around the airport shops without any hassle before 
entering the aircraft.  
8.   If the traveler is in a hurry at the airport, there is little time to store his or 
her belongings and they could end up losing things due the stressed 
situation. 
  Interviews 
To get a deeper understanding of what kind of needs and habits travelers have, 
interviews were held with employees at Thule who travel frequently. The 
interviewees usually travel with a wheeled carry-on luggage and a secondary bag.  
The interviews were set to 30 minutes each, with a framework of questions and 
focus areas prepared. One of the team members led the conversation and the other 
took notes. 
To get a more interactive conversation and also to observe the interviewees while 
talking about their traveling, props such as wheeled luggages, a laptop bag, a 
backpack and a boarding pass were present at the interviews. 
The persons being interviewed were: 
•   Man, 30-40 years old 
•   Travels about every other week 
•   Stays for one or two nights at a time 
•   To Europe, mostly Germany 
and 
•   Man 40-50 years old 
•   Travels about every other week 
•   Stays for one night or day trip 
•   Mostly within Sweden - Malmö and Gothenburg 
•   Sometimes to Europe 
The prepared questions for these interviews and a summary of the interviewees 
answers can be found in appendix C.1 and C.2 respectively.  The statements made 
by the travelers were later interpreted into customer needs, which can be found in 
appendix D. 
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3.4  Key Findings 
  When looking at the current market 
In general when it comes to travel luggage, a lot of it have a similar appearance. The 
ability to connect two bags is rarely the focus of the companies’ advertisements and 
a lot of them are using the pass-through panel.   
3.4.1.1  Thule's products 
The solution for connecting two of Thule's bags are a bit different depending on the 
secondary bag. Currently, there is no one-solution-fits-all. Although the pass-
through panel is used for a number of different bags, it does not appear in the exact 
same design and not for all of their bags. Sometimes it is a thin panel and sometimes 
a wide one. The piggyback strap solution is also applied in a few of their bags. 
3.4.1.2  Rest of market 
3.4.1.2.1  Combi-grip 
The problem with bringing two luggages when traveling is solved either by having 
an integrated solution, such as Bugaboo, Douchebags and Valluse or, by having an 
add-on solution such as a piggyback strap, the Bag Bungee or the Demi Hugger, see 
figures 3.15-3.27. 
3.4.1.2.2  Telescopic handles in general 
There is a slight variation in the appearance of the telescopic tubes. It varies in being 
a single tube or two tubes and there is also a disparity in width between the tubes. 
Having two telescopic tubes in the middle of the wheeled luggage, such as Thule's, 
is the most common.   
3.4.1.2.3  Stepless 
A few luggage manufacturers have a telescopic handle with a lot more height 
settings than the average two to four. Rimowa is an example of manufacturer who 
uses telescopic handles which are almost stepless, but still not completely. In these 
handles a specific notch has to be found for the tubes to be locked. 
When looking at other areas than luggage manufacturers, the stepless telescopic 
function can be found in products such as König & Meyer's microphone stand and 
Manfrotto's camera monopod. 
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3.4.1.2.4  Patents stepless 
When looking at patented solutions for stepless handles there are quite a few 
inventors who have solved this and made fully stepless handles using friction 
mechanisms on the insides of the tubes. 
  When observing users at airports 
When observing users at airports traveling with a wheeled luggage and a secondary 
bag, the most frequently seen secondary bag was the laptop bag and handbag. Out 
of those traveling with a laptop bag, a majority uses the integrated pass-through 
panel. Out of those traveling with a handbag, a majority carries the bag in the other 
hand than the one pulling the wheeled luggage, alternatively over one shoulder. 
However, if the user does connect the handbag to the wheeled luggage, the most 
common way is to hold it in the same hand as the one pulling the luggage, in other 
words; not using an integrated or add-on solution. Out of the observed users who 
traveled with a backpack as their secondary bag, a majority carried it on their backs. 
The observed users traveling with a laptop bag with an integrated pass-through panel 
tended to having to use both their hands when connecting the bags, due to the panel 
creasing.  
The observed users who traveled with a luggage with wide telescopic handle tended 
to hold on to the handle at the corner, thus keeping it more on the side of the body 
than behind which occurs with a less wide telescopic handle. 
When approaching the security check, many of the business travelers are preparing 
for this and multitasking when walking. 
Extremely few travelers used the piggyback strap, only 2 out of 342, even though it 
is a very common feature when it comes to wheeled luggage. 
  When acting as users  
3.4.3.1  User journey 
One of the drawbacks of using a piggyback strap was that the secondary bag had a 
tendency to be hung askew and start swinging from side to side when pulling the 
luggage over uneven surfaces or up on the sidewalk. When using the piggyback 
strap with a secondary bag, the center of gravity for the bundle of connected bags is 
moved which makes it more likely to be unstable and tip over. 
When traveling, it is often desirable to be able to grab onto the fixed handle at the 
top of the wheeled luggage to carry it up a flight of stairs or onto the bus or train. 
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A single tube telescopic handle does not invite the user to safely connect the 
secondary bag to it, since the risk of it falling off is bigger than with a telescopic 
handle with two tubes. 
When carrying a backpack, it is more desirable to carry it on the back and not on 
top of the wheeled luggage.  
3.4.3.2  Examined products on the market 
When connecting a backpack to the wheeled luggage with a piggyback strap, the 
shoulder straps are dragged on the ground and when moving from pulling the 
wheeled luggage on two wheels to four, the bag ends up on the ground getting dirty. 
When traveling with a backpack that is of the bigger kind and that has an integrated 
pass-through panel, there is a problem with the top of the backpack and the shoulder 
straps getting in the way of grabbing onto the telescopic handle.   
  When speaking to users 
When speaking to users, the most important aspects of traveling with two bags was 
that it should be easy and quick to connect and disconnect the two bags, to easily 
get a hold of the things inside the secondary bag, maximize the feeling of secured 
belongings, to maneuver the connected bags in an easy way and that it should 
express quality and durability.  
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4  Define 
At this stage the project is at the intersection of the two diamonds in the Double 
Diamond design process. The fundamental design challenge, the main problem, is 
to be defined.  
4.1  Methods 
  Identification of User Needs 
After observing and talking to users, their opinions were interpreted into needs. Here 
it can be appropriate for more than one of the team members to perform the 
interpretation since different individuals can interpret more different needs from the 
same opinion. The needs should be expressed in terms of what the product ought to 
do and not how it can do it, be as specific as the collected data, have positive and 
not negative formulations, be expressed as a quality of the product and lastly, the 
words must and shall are to be avoided (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). 
  Personas 
A way to summarize and show what have been discovered about the people who 
have been observed and interviewed throughout the Discover phase, personas can 
help to better visualize the target group and their needs. The most important thing 
is the fundamental understanding of the users (Goltz, 2014). The personas were 
created in the shape of specific persons, although based on a combination of 
qualities and needs of the observed people within the target group. 
  Function Analysis Matrix 
To be able to understand how to use the data from the Discover phase when 
developing new concepts, the results were translated into functions in a function 
analysis matrix. This method was chosen as it enables the concept developers to 
think in terms of functions and not final solutions (Landqvist, 1994). 
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4.2  User Needs 
All the insights gathered from the observations, the user journeys and the interviews 
were narrowed down and interpreted into user needs. The most essential can be 
found in table 4.1.  
Table 4.1 Key User Needs. 
BASIC FUNCTIONS 
The solution ought to work with different types of bags 
The solution ought to function both when rolling the combined luggage on two and four wheels 
SECONDARY FUNCTIONS 
The solution ought to allow the user to maneuver the connected bags 
The solution ought to permit easy access to the content of the secondary luggage 
 EASE OF USE 
The solution needs to be easy to use 
The secondary bag ought to be easily attached to the wheeled luggage 
The secondary bag ought to be easily detached to the wheeled luggage 
The solution ought to enable fast attachment 
The solution should be accomplished by as few steps as possible 
The connection ought to be able to be performed when the user is on-the-go 
The solution should facilitate the user to multitask (e.g. holding passport, open door) 
The user ought to be able to carry the connected luggages over obstacles (e.g. curb, stair, train 
entrance) 
The connecting of the bags ought to be able to be carried out with one hand 
 ERGONOMICS 
The place where the user holds their hand ought to be comfortable, regardless of hand size 
SECURITY 
The solution will minimize impact (negatively) on the content of the luggages 
The solution ought to prevent the bags from being stolen 
The solution ought to maximize the feeling of secured belongings 
 ESTETICS 
The solution ought to minimize rattle 
The luggages ought to signal durability 
The solution ought to express quality 
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The solution ought to make the bundle of connected bags as space saving as possible 
The solution ought to occupy minimal packing space of the wheeled luggage 
4.3  Personas  
The insights gathered through observing and interviewing users in the Discover 
phase were summarized and put into personas. Three different personas were 
created to ensure that important needs were not forgotten and also to be used in the 
ideation phase to identify frustrations and goals of the different types of people in 
the target group. The three personas created was Tom, Camilla and Clark and can 
be found in figures 4.1-4.3. 
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Figure 4.1 Persona Tom. 
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Figure 4.2 Persona Camilla. 
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Figure 4.3 Persona Clark. 
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4.4  Function Analysis Matrix 
The Function Analysis Matrix is presented in table 4.2 where MF = Main Function, 
N = Need and W = Wished. The ranking of each function was determined after 
discussions within the project team and based on the findings in the Discover phase. 
Table 4.2 Function Analysis Matrix, function requirements. 
The solution ought to:  
Allow easy fastening of a secondary luggage MF 
Be easy to use N 
Work with different types of bags N 
Function both for two and four wheeled luggage N 
Offer easy attachment N 
Offer fast attachment N 
Offer easy detachment N 
Be simple W 
Allow maneuverability of the connected luggages W 
Permit easy access to the secondary bag W 
Be accomplished in few steps W 
Be accomplished with one hand W 
Be accomplished while on-the-go W 
Allow carrying the luggages over obstacles W 
Prevent incorrect use W 
  
Be comfortable W 
Be ergonomic W 
Fit different individuals W 
  
Maximize the feeling of secured belongings N 
Minimize impact on luggage content W 
Prevent risk of theft W 
Be secure W 
  
Minimize rattle W 
  
Be durable N 
Represent Thule N 
Signal durability W 
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Express quality W 
Give feedback of fastening W 
Be space saving W 
Minimize weight W 
Look neat W 
  
Have a reasonable cost N 
Be sustainable W 
4.5  Redefining Main Problem 
With the insights gained from the Discover phase and after consultation with Thule 
the project scope had to be changed. The initial project proposal including both a 
stepless height adjustment function of the telescopic handle and a combi-grip 
function was changed to only concern the way to connect a wheeled luggage and a 
secondary bag. This was decided due to the fact that the need for a stepless height 
adjustment function for the telescopic handle was not identified during the Discover 
phase. Also, the research did not show that such a function would be necessary for 
developing a well-functional interconnection.  
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5  Develop 
During the Develop phase the results from previous phase were narrowed down into 
a function analysis matrix. A main function for the product was stated and concept 
ideation, evaluation and refinements resulted in eight concepts.  
5.1  Methods 
  Brainstorming 
Different methods of brainstorming have been performed throughout the project. 
Initially, the brainstorming followed an unstructured setting, whereupon a more 
structured setting was obtained during the ideation phase.  
Structured brainstorming sessions inspired by Brainwriting 6-3-5 (Mycoted, n.d.) 
were performed during the early stage of the concept development phase. During 
this phase, brainstorming activities inspired by personas, user journey situations and 
desired functions were also carried through. 
The project team have been striving to maintain a positive and open-mind mindset 
through the entire Develop phase to be receptive to new ideas and inputs. 
  Parallel Design 
To not limit the design process to a single solution too early in the design process, 
it is wise to continue investigating multiple solutions. When doing this, it gives the 
designer a better chance to discover the ideal design path, rather than the first path 
(Harley, 2017). When generating a large number of ideas, the project can focus on 
various problems and approach them differently.  
Parallel prototyping is a method used to minimize the risk of limiting a wide range 
of ideas during a concept generation phase. The method encourages making and 
testing lo-fi prototypes early in the design process, to enable evaluation of multiple 
design options and to facilitate communication of different ideas (Martin & 
Hanington, 2012). 
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  Concept Decision Matrix 
To systematically and objectively sift out some of the concepts, a concept decision 
matrix can be made (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). This method consists of establishing 
a few criteria options, based on the user needs, to evaluate the different concepts 
against. One concept is used as reference and given the value 0 for all criteria. The 
other concepts are then evaluated against this reference concept and given values of 
“better” (+), “equal” (0) and “inferior” (-). The values are summed and the concepts 
can then be ranked. 
5.2  Ideation 
  Idea and Concept Generation 
Throughout the Discover phase, quiet brainstorming was performed individually by 
the team members. The ideas were written down and not shared until the Develop 
phase was initiated. This was done to not interfere with the Discover phase and 
affect the other team member's line of thought. 
When entering the Develop phase, the ideas originated during the Discover phase 
were reviewed. Then, brainstorming sessions, personas, user journey situations, 
exploring desired functions among other things were performed. To get an 
overview, the ideas form the various brainstorming sessions were gathered and 
frequently reorganized in an affinity diagram (Project Management, 2017) on a big 
piece of paper, see figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1 Affinity diagram. 
To understand some ideas better and to get a grip of their feasibility, lo-fi prototypes 
were made for selected ideas.  
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  Concepts 
5.2.2.1  Concept 1 - Magnets on telescopic tubes 
Using strong magnets, for example neodymium magnets, the secondary bag is 
attached to the telescopic tubes. The idea requires that both luggages are prepared 
for the connecting function with magnets integrated in the tubes on the telescopic 
handle and, either magnets as on the secondary bag as well or with a magnetic piece 
of metal attached on one of the luggages. The user attaches the secondary bag by 
holding it close to the tubes and detaches the bag when pulling the bag vertically 
upwards. Figures 5.2-5.4 show the sketches and prototypes of this concept.  
 
         Figure 5.2 First sketch.           Figure 5.3 Second sketch.            Figure 5.4 Prototype. 
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5.2.2.2  Concept 2 - Meshed bag 
This solution is inspired by a rain cover for a backpack. The cover is stored in the 
fixed handle and can be pulled out and around the secondary bag. The top edges of 
the cover are then attached around the telescopic tubes. Figures 5.5-5.7 show the 
sketches and prototypes of this concept. 
 
Figure 5.5 First sketch.        Figure 5.6 Second sketch.        Figure 5.7 Prototype. 
5.2.2.3  Concept 3 - Super pass-through panel 
The idea is to easily guide the telescopic handle through the panel by having a wide 
opening at the bottom. Here, the fabric is reinforced in a way that makes the opening 
shaped like a funnel. This shape is either something that is permanent or that is 
achieved through having a bistable metal band, similar to a wrap-around reflex, 
sewn into the fabric that you can pull out before threading the bag over the telescopic 
handles to hold the funnel-shape. The rest of the opening in the panel is narrowed 
to the width of the telescopic handle for it to sit tight. Figures 5.8-5.10 show the 
sketches and prototypes of this concept. 
 
       Figure 5.8 First sketch.    Figure 5.9 Second sketch.          Figure 5.10 Prototype. 
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5.2.2.4  Concept 4 - Elastic band 
Each end of an elastic band is fastened on either side of the wheeled luggage. In the 
middle of the elastic band and located at the top of the wheeled luggage is a semi-
rigid bar that is a bit wider than the width between the telescopic tubes. The 
secondary bag is placed on top of the wheeled luggage and the semi-rigid bar is 
pulled up, over the bag and either pulled over the telescopic handle or pulled in 
between and through the telescopic tubes by twisting it a bit. The semi-rigid bar is 
then placed horizontally and when released, it pulls back against the tubes due to 
the elasticity of the band and the bag is held in place. Figures 5.11-5.13 show the 
sketches and prototypes of this concept. 
 
Figure 5.11 First sketch.         Figure 5.12 Second sketch.              Figure 5.13 Prototype. 
5.2.2.5  Concept 5 - Bike luggage carrier 
This solution is inspired by a bike luggage carrier. The idea consist of a metal frame 
shaped similar to the top area of the wheeled luggage. The metal frame is connected 
to the wheeled luggage on the corner, right across the telescopic tubes with two 
sprints forcing the frame towards the luggage top area. When connecting the bags 
the user pulls the metal frame and puts the secondary bag on top of the wheeled 
luggage. Then, the user let go of the metal frame and the sprints clamp the bag. 
Figures 5.14-5.16 show the sketches and prototypes of this concept. 
 
Figure 5.14 First sketch.             Figure 5.15 Second sketch a.   Figure 5.16 Second sketch b. 
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5.2.2.6  Concept 6 - Moveable wall 
This solution is based on a horizontally moveable plate which clamp the secondary 
bag against the telescopic tubes. The plate is sliding on a rib-shaped track easily in 
one direction while locking in the other direction. To detach the secondary bag, a 
button or lever is pressed or pushed whereupon the plate unlocks from its position. 
Figures 5.17-5.18 show the sketches and prototypes of this concept. 
     
Figure 5.17 First sketch.   Figure 5.18 Second sketch. 
5.2.2.7  Concept 7 - Combined hook and handle 
A metal hook shaped like an upside-down-U is integrated in the telescopic tubes. 
The handles of the secondary bag is placed on the hook which is then pulled up into 
the horizontal part of the telescopic handle and locked with a push-and-click. The 
part of the hook where the hand is held is wide enough for a larger sized hand. The 
hook is then pushed up into the handle again to be released. Figures 5.19-5.21 show 
the sketches and prototypes of this concept. 
    
Figure 5.19 First sketch.   Figure 5.20 Second sketch.       Figure 5.21 Prototype. 
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5.2.2.8  Concept 8 - Crossed elastic band 
Two thin rubber bands are connected in one end at each side of the horizontal handle 
and in the other end in the top of the wheeled luggage. Both of the bands have been 
threaded through a cord lock, making them in the shape of an X. The secondary bag 
is placed between the bands and the telescopic tubes and the cord lock is adjusted 
to secure the bag. Figures 5.22-5.24 show the sketches and prototypes of this 
concept. 
 
Figure 5.22 First sketch.     Figure 5.23 Second sketch. Figure 5.24 Prototype. 
  Concept Selection 
After ideating and prototyping, four of the most promising and feasible concepts 
according to the team members were presented in a meeting with experienced 
concept developers at Thule. The ideas chosen were concepts one through four 
above. They favored one of the concepts, Concept 4 - Elastic band, see figures 5.25-
5.27, because of its simplicity and swiftness and recommended that the project 
should be further developed in that direction.  
Before continuing down that path, this decision was verified through setting up a 
concept decision matrix, see appendix E. The eight previously described concepts 
were scored and ranked towards a set of criteria and set as a reference concept was 
the classic pass-through panel. Through discussions within the project team and by 
testing the early prototypes of the concepts the ranking of the concepts in 
comparison to the pass-through panel was determined. The concept to score highest 
was Concept 1 - Magnets on telescopic tubes, and on a shared second place was 
Concept 3 - Super pass-through panel and Concept 4 - Elastic band. 
The team members had the same feeling about Concept 4 - Elastic band as the 
group at Thule, and since it ranked as highly as it did in the concept decision 
matrix, it was decided to continue with this concept. 
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Figure 5.25 Concept 4 - Elastic band. 
           
Figure 5.26  Concept 4 - Elastic band.                   Figure 5.27  Concept 4 - Elastic band. 
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6  Deliver 
After the concept with an elastic band was chosen it was further developed and 
detailed according to a few prerequisites. These prerequisites were defined to 
reduce the remaining possibilities the chosen concept had to offer and to make the 
project’s remaining path a bit clearer. The concept was elaborated through 
focusing on a main persona, developing a form study, and prototyping for testing. 
6.1  Prerequisites for Further Development 
When the base concept was selected, some delimitations were specified and added 
to make sure that the most relevant issues were prioritized during the concept 
elaboration in the Deliver phase.  
One of the issues discussed were the size of the secondary bag. To consider a 
reasonable range of secondary bags when elaborating the concept, sizes of possible 
secondary bags manufactured by Thule Sweden were studied in addition to airline 
restrictions. 
The smallest secondary bag to be compatible with the concept was determined to be 
Subterra MacBook Sleeve 13" with the dimensions 35 x 3 x 26 cm (13.8 x 1.2 x 
10.2 in), see figure 6.1. 
 
Figure 6.1 Thule Subterra MacBook® Sleeve 13". (Thule, n.d.) 
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The largest secondary bag to be compatible with the concept was aimed to be 
Subterra Travel Backpack 34L with the dimensions 23 x 31 x 52 cm (9.1 x 12.2 x 
20.5 in), see figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.2 Thule Subterra Travel Backpack 34L. (Thule, n.d.) 
With the average maximum dimensions of 53,2 x 37,8 x 23,0 cm allowed for cabin 
luggage at a number of European airlines (Gavin, 2017), the determined dimensions 
of a compatible secondary bag stated above are considered to be reasonable.  
The average maximum weight allowed for cabin luggage established by the same 
airlines are 8,9 kg. For this project, 8,9 kg served as a maximum weight for a 
secondary bag. 
Notice that the stated dimension and weight delimitations operated as guidelines 
and that the dimensions of secondary bags used by the target audience are 
somewhere between the guideline values. 
In addition, the stated delimitations made during the initial phase of the project were 
again reviewed and taken into concern.   
6.2  Main Persona 
When elaborating the chosen concept it was decided to focus on one of the 
previously created personas. This was done to narrow down our target audience and 
to avoid the risk of having a solution that would be mediocre for everyone and never 
perfect for anyone. The persona chosen was Camilla. Unlike Tom and Clark, she 
does not have a good solution for attaching her handbag to her wheeled luggage. 
Tom is already quite familiar with the pass-through panel and it works for his laptop 
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bag. Clark has a big backpack which is easily carried on his back in addition, this is 
the way the majority of the previously observed backpack travelers were doing it. 
Camilla is the one who needs this solution to attach her handbag the most to get her 
hands free, see figure 6.3. By focusing on this persona who carries a handbag, other 
types of bags such as briefcases, laptop bags and small duffel bags are not excluded. 
From the observations, the group of travelers who were not carrying a laptop bag or 
a backpack amounted to 45% (155 out of 342 observed travelers). 
 
 
Figure 6.3 The Main Persona Camilla and her handbag. 
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6.3  Benchmarking Based on Chosen Concept 
After having selected the concept to be further elaborated, the initial benchmarking 
was reviewed. The products that was found most relevant for the forthcoming 
development and elaboration included the DemiHugger, the Bag Bungee and 
Bugaboo’s solution. These products were now studied more in detail. Also, 
additional benchmarking was carried through as the choice of base concept allowed 
studying a narrower section of the market. Following products were found during 
the additional benchmarking. 
  The Eagle Creek's Equipment Keeper™ 
Eagle Creek's Equipment Keeper™, see figure 6.4, enables the traveler to fasten a 
helmet or similar gear on top of the wheeled luggage. The product is stored in the 
same pocket as the telescopic handle (1) and can be fastened on the front of the 
wheeled luggage using a hook (2). 
 
Figure 6.4 Eagle Creek's Equipment Keeper™ (Eagle Creek, 2017) 
  The Eagle Creek's Coat Keeper™ 
Eagle Creek's Coat Keeper™, see figure 6.5, enables the traveler to fasten a jacket 
or similar on top of the wheeled luggage. The product is stored in one of the front 
pockets (1) and is to be locked in between the telescopic tubes with a plastic handle 
(2) while in use.  
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Figure 6.5 Eagle Creek's Coat Keeper (Eagle Creek, 2017) 
  Mountain Buggy 
The Bagrider, see figure 6.6, from Mountain Buggy is a standard two wheeled 
luggage which can be transformed into a four wheeled kids travel seat. The 
transformation requires the user to manually pull out the two additional wheels (1) 
from the back of the luggage and to attach the detachable cushioned seat liner (2). 
The seat liner is attached to the wheeled luggage using a hook under the seat itself 
and around the telescopic tubes using a pass-through panel. 
 
Figure 6.6 Mountain Buggy's Bagrider (Mountain Buggy, 2017) 
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6.4  Patents 
At this point in the project a second patent check was made. It showed that there are 
a few similar solutions already out there that has been patented. One of them is a 
luggage holder (US 8002095 B2, 2011), see figure 6.7, which includes a pair of 
elastic cords (2 & 4) extending from a fastener plate (12) with a buckle (24) that is 
attached to the wheeled luggage's fixed carry handle. At the top, a medial bridging 
element (32) connects the cords and is pulled over the telescopic handle. The length 
of the cords can be adjusted with a cord lock (60) to an appropriate length to hold 
the bag in place. 
 
Figure 6.7 Patented solution for attaching a bag to a wheeled luggage. (Goodshaw et. al., 2011) 
Another solution is a suitcase which has a telescopic handle containing a fastening 
hook (US 2008/0196988 A1, 2008). A rope (3) of high elasticity is secured to the 
suitcase (1) and pulled up and fastened in the hook (22). Between the rope and the 
telescopic handle a bag can be placed, see figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8 Patented solution for attaching a bag to a wheeled luggage. (Tong, 2008) 
From this patent check it was derived, in consultation with Thule's Patent Manager 
BA Outdoor Niklas Kronborg, that the wider patents of solutions to fasten a 
secondary bag on a wheeled luggage had already expired. There are some narrower 
patents which are still active, but this concept does not interfere with them. Hence, 
there is a freedom in further developing this particular solution but it is not 
patentable. 
6.5  Fixed Handles Examination 
The fixed handles on wheeled luggage vary in both design and function depending 
on manufacturer and product series. On the Thule Subterra luggage, see figure 6.9, 
the fixed handle is completely made out of fabric. Although, many other 
manufacturers use non-fabric handles for their luggage. To better understand the 
bending mechanism of non-fabric fixed handles these were examined on luggages 
produced by  Titan, Fabbrica Pelletterie Milano, Samsonite and IKEA. Through this, 
three other ways of designs were found. The fixed handles of Titan and Fabbrica 
Pelletterie Milan, see figure 6.10, are made out of soft and bendable plastics. 
Samsonite, see figure 6.11, use two-component injection molding which enables the 
handles to be produced as one piece with one hard and strong part, and one soft part 
which makes the bending possible. The third design found for the fixed handles, is 
a soft plastic mold containing a sheet metal spring in the middle. IKEA, see figure 
6.12, use this design. 
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Figure 6.9 Thule Subterra Carry-On fixed handle. (Thule, n.d.) 
 
Figure 6.10 Titan and FPM fixed handles. 
 
Figure 6.11 Samsonite fixed handles. 
 
Figure 6.12 IKEA fixed handle. 
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6.6  Tightening Function 
To make the concept operate infallibly, a good design for tightening the bands 
around the secondary bag and press it against the wheeled luggage and its telescopic 
tubes was crucial. Therefore, different tightening functions were studied and 
manufacturers were contacted for technical specifications. 
  Elastic Bands 
Elastic bands can be divided into two main categories; natural rubber bands and 
synthetic rubber bands. Natural rubber is manually extracted from the Hevea 
Brasiliensis tree (Råvarumarknaden, 2012) and is commonly used in the production 
of tires, vibration dampers, hoses, gaskets and more. The synthetic rubber is 
produced by using petroleum-based materials (Rubber-Cal, 2016) and can therefore 
be seen as less environmental friendly. On the other hand, synthetic rubber is a 
longer-lasting material with good resistance to UV (af Klint, 2017), heat and aging 
compared to natural rubber. In addition, synthetic rubber is flexible at low 
temperatures but as with natural rubber, it can become brittle at freezing temperature 
(Rubber-Cal, 2016).  
An elastic band made of synthetic rubber was chosen for the concept as it requires 
a durable elastic band both to function as intended and to fit into the Thule 
assortment.  
Synthetic rubber can be found in various applications similar to the one requested. 
One example is the TheraBand, see figure 6.13, which is used for training and 
rehabilitating. No detailed material specifications are available for the TheraBand 
but the lack of latex (TheraBand, 2017) indicates that it is made of synthetic rubber.  
 
Figure 6.13 TheraBand elastic bands. (OPTP, 2017) 
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Another example is fabric bands made elastic with elastane instead of natural rubber 
which is more common. An elastic fabric band made of elastane will withstand UV 
and outdoor strains not only with the help of the synthetic material properties but 
also because of the core spun polyester fabric that surrounds it (af Klint, 2017).  
Several different types of fabric elastic bands provided by AB Bandindustri were 
studied, see figure 6.14. These bands can be manufactured both with natural and 
synthetic rubber. 
 
Figure 6.14 Elastic bands. 
  Other 
Worth exploring was other tightening functions than elastic bands. One can be found 
on a wheeled luggage from Rimowa, see figure 6.15. It is used to fasten a secondary 
bag with a piggyback strap which is tightened through the band being rolled up 
using a bistable metal blade, see figure 6.16. Other examined products which works 
in a similar way is a tape measure and the rewind mechanism of a vacuum cleaner.  
Alternative tightening functions considered are a window blind which can be locked 
in any position and a ratchet tie down strap for securing loads in transport. 
It was decided that neither of these alternative functions would solve the problem of 
tightening the secondary bag against the wheeled luggage as well as an elastic band. 
The aforementioned functions have to be pulled out and then locked at a specific 
position which would require the user to perform another step for getting the 
solution to function. In addition, a mechanism like this is to be constructed with a 
larger number of parts which is considered to be costly. The use of an elastic band 
would make the concept a simple solution which can be integrated into the wheeled 
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luggage without adding much weight. Neither does it intrude much on the packing 
volume of the wheeled luggage. 
  
Figure 6.15 Piggyback strap Rimowa, front.     Figure 6.16 Piggyback strap Rimowa, back. 
6.7  Thule Design Aesthetics 
To make the concept fit into Thule's profile, the design characteristics of existing 
Thule products were studied. It was found clear that the Thule products are designed 
with a specific need and function as foundation. The products are genuine and safe, 
designed to fit for purpose and easy to use. In addition, the products are 
contemporary and signal high quality. The company's positioning of being a 
manufacturer of products for people with a sporty and active lifestyle shows off not 
only in the choice of product categories but also in the functional and visual design 
of their products. 
6.8  Mood Boards 
In order to get inspired and to communicate the design aspirations a mood board 
was created using Pinterest, see figure 6.17. The mood board include pictures which 
were chosen to describe the desire of a sporty and minimalistic feel of the concept 
as well as the aim of integrating the concept into the wheeled luggage. 
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Figure 6.17 Mood board. (Pinterest, 2017) 
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Quick illustrations of different shapes of the bar were made in order to determine 
the final form and dimensions, see figure 6.18. The distance between the telescopic 
tubes of the Thule Subterra Carry-On determined the minimal width of the bar to be 
236 mm as a minimalistic and integrated design was sought. 
 
 
Figure 6.18 Different shapes for the bar. 
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To choose the final form of the bar, the most promising shapes were elaborated and 
integrated into an illustration of a wheeled luggage, see figure 6.19. 
 
Figure 6.19 Shapes placed on a wheeled luggage. 
6.9  Second Idea and Concept Generation 
A second idea and concept generation was performed both within the project team 
as well as with a group of designers and concept developers at Thule. This was done 
to improve the chosen concept and to define concept details with consideration to 
the previously stated prerequisites. To add some focus points to the idea generation 
sessions three categories were defined; integrated into fixed handle, attachment 
points and integration into wheeled luggage. The sketches produced during this idea 
generation was used to help describe and communicate the ideas that arose, within 
the project team and with Thule and also to facilitate decision making later in the 
process. The ideas and concepts discussed are presented in the following sections. 
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  Integrated into Fixed Handle 
An important challenge when developing this concept is to not get a third handle on 
top of the wheeled luggage in addition to the telescopic handle and the fixed carry 
handle. It would be confusing and not in line with Thule’s design guidelines. It 
should not be a possibility to accidentally grab the bar with the band instead of the 
fixed handle, neither for the owner nor for a baggage handler at the airport.  
Ideas and solutions to prevent this was discussed and sketched. The elaboration 
started in having the solution with the elastic band and the fixed handle attached to 
each other when not in use and to be separated when attaching a secondary bag, as 
a 2-in-1 solution. Other placements on the bag were also discussed. The ideas and 
sketches in this area can be seen in figure 6.20. 
 
Figure 6.20 Sketches of integration into fixed handle. 
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  Attachment Points 
The secondary bag needs to be fastened to the wheeled luggage as good as possible. 
Depending on the attachment point of the bands on the bag, the secondary bag can 
both be and look secure. It is preferred that the bands are as short as possible to 
lower costs and to intrude less on the wheeled luggage’s packing volume. When 
speaking to users, a need that was highlighted was the desire to reach into the 
secondary bag while it was attached to the wheeled luggage. It is also important that 
the solution looks sleek and nice both in and out of use.  
All these requirements are affected by the attachment points of the bands. In figure 
6.21 the ideas and sketches in this area can be found. 
 
Figure 6.21 Sketches of different attachment points. 
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  Integration Into Wheeled Luggage 
It is highly desirable that the concept is designed to be a part of the bag. Not only to 
correspond to Thule design, but also to offer a more appealing design compared to 
competitors. In addition to this, the intrusion on the wheeled luggage’s packing 
volume should be minimized. Figure 6.22 show the ideas and sketches developed 
within this area of focus. 
 
Figure 6.22 Sketches of integration into wheeled luggage. 
6.10  Final Concept Selection 
  Specifications 
The concept is designed to work with secondary bags with 23 x 31 x 52 cm as 
maximal dimensions and 35 x 3 x 26 cm as minimal dimensions. The optimal use is 
when connecting secondary bags which are in the middle of the dimensions’ range.  
The target audience is business travelers who want to connect their luggage in a fast 
and easy way without making any permanent impact on their secondary bag. 
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Luggage manufacturer competitors are targeting similar problems today although 
the solutions provided on the market are little integrated with the wheeled luggage 
and aim other items such as jackets or other equipment.   
Patents exist in this field but the ones concerning wide solutions are outdated and 
active ones concern only detailed solutions. By this, the final concept does not 
conflict any patent. 
After discussions with Thule it was determined that a rigid bar should be used for 
the final concept. This because it was seen as more likely that the users will pull the 
bar over and around the telescopic tubes rather than pulling it horizontally in 
between the tubes. 
The elastane elastic band was chosen for the concept as it resembles regular elastic 
bands whose functionality are known for the many people and therefor contributes 
to the usability. In addition, the elastane bands intrude little on the packing volume 
of the wheeled luggage. 
After discussions both within the project team and with Thule it was decided that 
the concept should not be a combination with the fixed handle as it would constitute 
a risk for the user to accidently grabbing onto the bar when wanting to lift the 
wheeled luggage.  
To not interfere with the fixed handle, the bar was placed on the front side of the 
wheeled luggage. By this, it was also decided that the elastic bands would be 
attached on the front side as it would minimize the risk of the bands being twisted. 
Throughout the entire Deliver phase, designing for manufacturing and assembly has 
been thought of. The material thickness should be even for all parts to facilitate 
injection molding, as well as all parts having a simple design. Although, the mold 
might need to have slides for the parts of the bar where the elastic band is to be 
fastened. The final design should have as few parts as possible to lower cost of 
material and shorten the time for assembly. The material used for the parts has not 
been investigated further but is suggested to be a hard thermoplastic. 
  Prototyping 
A second prototype was made according to these decisions. The basic function was 
tested and the design of the prototype can be seen in figure 6.23. It consists of a rigid 
bar (1), with a thickness of 3mm, placed on the front of the wheeled luggage. 
Attached to it are two elastic bands (2) which are doubled and fastened on the inside 
of the wheeled luggage (3). Due to confidentiality, a photograph of the prototype 
cannot be presented in this report. 
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Figure 6.23 Second prototype. 
The solution should have a design which is adapted to the design of the wheeled 
luggage it is placed on for it to have a flush and integrated appearance. For this 
project, the final prototype was built and integrated into the wheeled luggage Thule 
Subterra Carry-On as this was the best suited luggage in Thule’s current collection.  
A third prototype was designed using a CAD software, see figure 6.24. It consists 
of a bottom part (1) to be fastened on the wheeled luggage with holes (2) for the 
elastic bands to go through. A bar (3) that fits into the bottom part has a cavity (4) 
for fastening the bands which are then covered by two plugs (5). The aim was to 
combine the function of the elastic bands attached to a bar, shown in figure 6.23 
above, with an integrated design for the Thule Subterra Carry-On it was going to be 
built on. The CAD design was then 3D printed and the result can be found at the top 
in figure 6.26.  
When the 3D print of the third prototype was examined, improvement possibilities 
became clear. A new CAD design, see figure 6.25, was therefore made based on the 
previous design which focused on reducing the amount of material and to make it 
look more soft with slightly more organic forms. To make it more intuitive where 
to grab onto the bar, material was removed to create a cavity in the area between the 
parts. The new design was then printed, see the bottom of figure 6.26. 
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Figure 6.24 First CAD model. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.25 Second CAD model. 
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Figure 6.26 3D prints. First print (top) and second print (bottom). 
The design and function of the last printed prototype was considered to match the 
intended and the project team proceeded with the final touches of the prototype. 
This included to even out irregularities in the surface by grinding and using a 
sprayable filler, see figure 6.27, structural spray and black matte spray paint.  
 
Figure 6.27 Second 3D print. Grinded and sprayed with filler. 
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A hole was cut in the Thule Subterra Carry-On and the bottom part was glued in 
place, see figure 6.28.  
 
Figure 6.28 Gluing the bottom part on the Thule Subterra Carry-On. 
For the final prototype, the elastic bands were threaded around a plastic pipe (1), 
which had been fastened at the bottom of the wheeled luggage, and then fastened at 
the top (2), see figure 6.29. The bands were doubled as this gives enough stretch to 
pull the solution up and around the secondary bag and the telescopic tubes. 
 
Figure 6.29 Fastening of bands inside the wheeled luggage. 
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7  Final Concept 
The final concept and its function is presented in this section through descriptions 
and photographs of the final prototype.  
7.1  Thule Unite 
 
Figure 7.1 Final concept. 
Thule Unite, see figure 7.1, is a feature which enables fast and easy attachment of a 
secondary bag onto a wheeled luggage. The solution consists of a bar, equipped with 
elastic bands, integrated into the wheeled luggage and does not interfere with the 
design of the luggage nor its fixed- and telescopic handle. Details of the final 
prototype is shown in figure 7.2.  
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Figure 7.2 Details of the final prototype. 
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When using Thule Unite, the user places their secondary bag on top of the wheeled 
luggage (1), grabs the bar (2) and pulls it (2) over and around the telescopic tubes 
(3 & 4), see figure 7.3.  
 
Figure 7.3 The final concept in use, step-by-step. 
Thule Unite allows fastening of various types and sizes of secondary bags and is 
easily managed with only one hand. The concept aim travelers who are not willing 
to compromise in the choice of their personal everyday bag.  
The concept is shown in use with the previously determined minimum sized bag in 
figure 7.4, a laptop bag, and maximum sized bag in figure 7.5, a backpack. 
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Figure 7.4 In use with laptop bag.                             Figure 7.5 In use with backpack. 
Thule Unite is integrated on the front side of a wheeled luggage. With its thin design, 
it is making minimal impact on the luggage's packing volume. The elastic bands are 
made of elastane which, in contrast to natural rubber, can withstand external strains 
that most likely will occur during travels. The elastic bands are hidden behind the 
front of the wheeled luggage and are connected to the bar. The bar is visual and can 
be redesigned to match a specific luggage.  
In figure 7.6 below, the final prototype is shown in use with a personal secondary 
bag at the Jönköping train station. 
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Figure 7.6 Final prototype in use at Jönköping train station. 
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8  Discussion and Conclusion 
In this chapter the outcome and process of the project is discussed in terms of 
gathered insights and possible improvements.  
8.1  The Design Process 
It was chosen to follow the Double Diamond design process as a general model for 
this project. This gave the different phases a clear objective and enough freedom to 
niche the process for this project. To learn how a task such as this is carried out at a 
company developing consumer products was one of our personal goals when going 
into this project. By this, the project team was responsive to the experienced workers 
at Thule and mixed that with the knowledge gained at Lund University. 
The project was delimited from the stepless telescopic handle path after the Discover 
phase which was a good decision since it would have been quite time-consuming to 
develop a concept including both this and the function of connecting two bags. 
Although, it would have been better to have made this decision from the start and to 
break the problem down to the main function before starting the Discover phase. To 
have two paths caused a lot of confusion early on in the project.  
The fly-on-the-wall observations conducted during the Discover phase were 
valuable and gave this project a clear path into the idea generation phase. When only 
observing people and looking at their behavior when in a hurried moment it 
developed an understanding of the struggles and needs of a traveler with two bags. 
At first, the plan was to only do one observation at Landvetter Airport in Gothenburg 
but the additional observation at Kastrup Airport in Copenhagen gave this part of 
the project more weight and credibility.  
Only two interviews with users was carried out and although these gave us a lot of 
important insights, it would have been a good idea to have a few more. Because of 
not wanting to reveal too much about the project the interviewees chosen was 
frequently traveling Thule employees. To get a wider range of insights a female 
traveler was sought after but an interview could not be scheduled before definitive 
decisions had to be made. 
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The open and curious mindset of the project team contributed to the large number 
of ideas which was sought during the divergent phases of the Double Diamond 
design process. By doing quick and simple sketches, the project team was able to 
quickly note ideas which were not well thought out without disregarding them. It is 
believed that the great number of ideas which arose during the project, both the odd 
ideas and the more viable ideas, helped identifying the final problem definition and 
the final concept. 
8.2  Chosen Concept 
The chosen concept is an easy and fast way of attaching a secondary bag to a 
wheeled luggage which was the sought after outcome. Unfortunately, the solution 
is not unique as was seen in the second benchmarking and patent check in sections 
6.3 and 6.4 respectively. The fact that there still is a freedom in developing this 
concept, even though it is not patentable, and to make it a part of Thule's future 
luggages is gratifying. This concept still shows itself to be unique in the way it is 
completely integrated into the wheeled luggage and does not require a space 
consuming pocket or hook to securely fasten a secondary bag.  
Alternatives to be further investigated for this concept could be to make the bar in a 
soft plastic material to enable an easier way of pulling the bar in between the 
telescopic tubes to fasten the secondary bag instead of having to pull it all the way 
over the top as was investigated in section 6.5 Fixed Handles Examination. A bar 
made of a soft and bendable plastic might enable an even faster way of attaching a 
secondary bag as it allows the user to pull the bar horizontally in between the 
telescopic tubes. 
The width of the bar is somewhat larger than what was sought after due to the 
decision to have the elastic bands on the outside of the telescopic tubes when in use. 
If a smaller bar is wanted, this is something that would have to be compromised and 
have the elastic bands attach to the bar in another way. 
Another alternative to be further investigated for this concept is the way the bands 
should be tightened. With the time and resources available for this project an elastic 
band was considered to be the best and most cost effective alternative. Although, 
investigative prototyping and testing of other band tightening functions might result 
in an even better alternative. 
During the course of the project follow up meetings were held with the initiator of 
this project Jim Matthews, Product Management Director Bags Americas. It turned 
out that the outcome of the observations that was made in this project did not entirely 
correlate with the traveling habits American travelers have that were identified by 
Jim Matthews. The pinpointed difference was that a larger group of business 
travelers in America and Asia bring a large backpack rather than a laptop bag which 
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was the case in Gothenburg and Copenhagen. The fly-on-the-wall observations 
showed that most travelers bringing a backpack wore it on their back and that there 
was no sign of a need to place the backpack on top of the wheeled luggage.  
When time came to elaborate the chosen concept, discussions arose whether it was 
fit to hold such a backpack and if the concept should be focusing on solving this 
problem. After discussing this with Thule employees at the office in Sweden it was 
decided to not focus on these bigger backpacks because of what was derived from 
the observations. Another possible solution to this could have been to go back and 
investigate the earlier concepts made. At this point in the project there was not 
enough time left for this. In addition, these concept had already been rejected for 
different reasons and if one of these would have been elaborated, other problems 
would probably have incurred. 
The product developed is as the project description describes; a general concept and 
does not include any absolute information about shape, measurements and 
materials. The product is intended to have a design which integrates with the 
wheeled luggage it is to be placed on. For the final prototype presented in this report, 
rounded top corners was used to relate to the soft edges on the Thule Subterra Carry-
On luggage whereas if the concept is to be integrated into a luggage with another 
design idiom, it should take on that appropriate design. 
Many of the functions in the Function Analysis Matrix was met, including both 
needed and wished functions. For example, the final concept is easy to use and it 
works with different types of secondary bags. Also, there is minimal risk that the 
concept will be mistaken for being the fixed handle on the wheeled luggage. 
A possible disadvantage of this this concept might be that it is not yet known in the 
world and by that people might not know what it is or how to use it at first sight. 
The project team hopes that the opposing concave surfaces of the visual parts of the 
concept will create curiosity and invite the user to explore the area were the bar is 
integrated on the wheeled luggage. The shape of the bar and its opposing part was 
especially inspired by the drawer handle shown in figure 8.1 below which was part 
of the Pinterest Mood Board presented in section 6.8 and figure 6.16.  
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Figure 8.1 Drawer handle. 
Concerns also arose considering the size of the bar and that it would have a more 
appealing look if not being as wide as it currently is. As explained in section 6.8 
Mood Boards the width is related and bound to the width between the telescopic 
tubes of the wheeled luggage and the width of the elastic bands. Alternatives to this 
could be to have the bands on the inside of the telescopic tubes or to have them 
vertically attached to the bar. These alternatives was not chosen as they were 
considered to impair the usability.  
During this project, thoughts about the choice of including elastic bands or not in a 
product of this kind have been expressed. Some have expressed their concern that 
when using elastic bands there is a risk of giving the concept a cheap and non-
exclusive feel. Others emphasize the sporty feel that it is adding to the concept 
which also coincide with Thule as a company.  
Other positive characteristics of elastic bands is that they are constantly tightening 
and therefore the concept does not need any extra parts or mechanisms. The elastic 
bands also add a flexibility to the concept thus it will follow the form and allow 
secure attachment of various types of secondary bags with different sizes and 
shapes. This, together with the fact that the attachment can be performed with only 
one hand, is the main advantages compared to the pass-through panel solution. 
In comparison with the Eagle Creek’s Coat Keeper™, presented in section 6.3.2 and 
shown in figure 6.4, the final concept has a more integrated design, is more easily 
accessible and it does not require a zip pocket to be opened and used.  
Contrary to the piggyback solution, the final concept will stabilize the secondary 
bag so that it will not swing around when rolling the wheeled luggage on uneven 
surfaces such as cobble stone. 
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8.3  Time Management 
The time plan that was made at the beginning of the project has been followed quite 
well. A few of the previously planned activities have been excluded and some have 
been added. For instance, a full ergonomic study has not been carried out. Instead, 
a study of different shapes of bars was conducted in which illustrations was 
compared to each other. The planned user tests were replaced with fly-on-the-wall 
observations on recommendation from Thule. After the Deliver phase a buffer of 
two weeks was added to compensate for delays in the prototype making and other 
unforeseen events. This was a good idea since it proved useful at the end of the 
project. 
Any detailed user tests of the final prototype were left out because of lack of time 
which would have been useful for proof of concept. Although, a lot of feedback 
from Thule employees has been received during the entire prototyping phase when 
testing the concept which helped to steer the project in the right direction. 
If the project would have run for a longer period of time the desired proceedings 
would have been: 
•   Explore how the concept could be adapted to different segments of luggage. 
Both for an exclusive and a budget range of bags 
•   Perform a more detailed study of possible materials and manufacturing 
methods 
•   How other parts of the luggage could be changed to make it more obvious 
that a secondary bag should be placed on top of the wheeled luggage, such 
as a surface formed to perfectly connect with a secondary bag 
•   Make the parts into a complete add-on assembly with a fastening solution 
together with technical drawings and mounting instructions 
•   Have all the CAD models brought into an analyzing software to verify the 
design and find weak spots and improve the design 
•   Do a cost estimation of the solution 
Overall, the team members have been working equally on all tasks during the project 
with exceptions for the CAD designs, which have been performed by Astrid 
Björnsdotter, and the illustrations and final touch of the prototype, which have been 
performed by Maja Olsson.  
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8.4  Conclusion 
The developed concept is considered to meet the goals of the project, which were 
presented in section 1.3, even though the initial request to have a stepless height 
adjustment was set aside. It is a concept that is believed to fit Thule’s products due 
to its functional design and ease of use and hopefully it will be further developed 
and integrated into future luggage collections. 
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B.2 Kastrup 
Nr	   Man/	  
Woman	  
Business/	  
Pleasure	  
20-­‐40	   40-­‐65	   Number	  
of	  wheels	  	  
Number	   of	  
wheels	  in	  use	  
Hand	   luggage	   type	  
(laptop,	   briefcase,	  
Backpack,	  handbag)	  
Way	   of	   attaching	   a	  
second	  luggage	  
Observations	  
1	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
2	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
3	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
4	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
5	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
6	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
7	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
8	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
9	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
10	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
11	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
12	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
13	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
14	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
15	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
16	   W	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Checking	   the	   phone	   at	   the	  
same	   time	   as	   rolling	   the	  
luggages	  
17	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Thin	  panel	  
18	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Thin	  panel	  
19	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Rolling	   the	   luggage	   on	   2	  
wheels	  when	  getting	  off	  the	  
escalator	   then	   switching	   to	  
4	  wheels	  
20	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Carrying	   two	   extra	   laptop	  
bags,	   one	   on	   each	   side	   of	  
the	  telescopic	  handle	  
21	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Thin	  panel	  
22	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Thin	  panel	  
23	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Put	  the	  laptop	  bag	  on	  top	  of	  
the	   wheeled	   luggage	  
(through	   the	   pass-­‐through	  
panel)	   after	   climbing	   the	  
staircase	  
24	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Was	   about	   to	   push	   down	  
the	   telescopic	   handle	   but	  
changed	   his	   mind	   and	  
carried	   the	   luggage	   down	  
the	   staircase	   using	   the	  
telescopic	  handle.	  
25	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
26	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
27	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Wide,	  held	  hand	  awkwardly	  
inside	   the	   pass-­‐through	  
panel	   on	   the	   telescopic	  
handle.	  
28	   M	   P	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
29	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Leather	   laptop	   bag,	  
matching	  the	  carry-­‐on	  
30	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   4	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
31	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
32	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
33	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	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34	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
35	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
36	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
37	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
38	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
39	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
40	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
41	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
42	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Single	  telescopic	  tube	  
43	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Thin	  panel	  
44	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
45	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
46	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Carried	   the	   bag	   in	   the	  
telescopic	  handle	  
47	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   wide	  
48	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   wide	  
49	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   wide,	  pilot	  
50	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
51	   M	   P	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
52	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Large	   laptop	   bag	   w/	  
shoulder	  strap	  and	  wheels	  
53	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   wide	  
54	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   wide	  
55	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   thin	  
56	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	  
Handles	   on	   the	  
secondary	   bag	   is	  
threaded	   around	   the	  
telescopic	  handle	   	  	  
57	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Handles…	  threaded…	  
Was	  hanging	  on	  the	  front	  of	  
the	  carry-­‐on	  
58	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   N/A	   2	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
59	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	  
Holding	   the	  
secondary	   bag	   in	   the	  
same	   hand	   as	   the	  
telescopic	  handle	   	  	  
60	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
61	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	  
Large	   laptop	   bag,	   also	   a	  
jacket	  over	  the	  bags.	  
62	   M	   P	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
63	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	  
No	   pass-­‐through	   panel	   on	  
laptop	  bag.	  
64	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   4	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
65	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   4	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
66	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	  
Had	  adjusted	  the	  telescopic	  
handle	  to	  the	  height	  of	  the	  
laptop	  bag.	  
67	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   Flat	  secondary	  bag	  
68	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	  
Not	   standing	   on	   top	   of	  
carry-­‐on	  
69	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
70	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
71	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
72	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	   	  	  
73	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Laptop	   Holding…	  handle	  
Small	   laptop	   bag,	   not	  
resting	  against	  top	  of	  carry-­‐
on	  
74	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Laptop	  
Leans	   against	  
telescopic	  handles	   Lots	  of	  rolls	  in	  laptop	  bag..?	  
75	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	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76	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
77	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
78	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Single	  telescopic	  tube	  
79	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
80	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
81	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Handles…	  threaded…	  
Only	   one	   handle	   threaded	  
over.	  Looked	  unsecure,	   the	  
secondary	   bag	   fell	   further	  
and	   further	   down	   on	   the	  
front	  of	  the	  carry-­‐on.	  
82	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
83	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
84	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
85	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
86	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
87	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
88	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
89	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   Shoulder	  straps	  
90	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   N/A	   2	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
91	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
92	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Briefcase	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Thin.	  Leather	  briefcase.	  
93	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
94	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
95	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
96	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
97	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	  
Also	   leaned	   against	  
telescopic	  tubes.	  
98	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Briefcase	   Holding...	  handle	  
Also	   leaned	   against	  
telescopic	  tubes.	  
99	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Briefcase	  
Leaning	   against	   the	  
telescopic	   handle,	   no	  
attachment	  point	   	  	  
100	   W	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Backpack	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
101	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Backpack	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
102	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Backpack	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
103	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Backpack	   Holding...	  handle	  
Checking	   the	   phone	   at	   the	  
same	   time	   as	   rolling	   the	  
luggages	  
104	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Backpack	   Holding...	  handle	  
Tall	   Backpack,	   aligned	  with	  
telescopic	  handle	  
105	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Backpack	   Holding...	  handle	  
Bag	  turned	  the	  front	  of	  the	  
Backpack	   towards	   the	  
telescopic	  handles.	  
106	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Backpack	   Handles...	  threaded...	  
Shoulder	   straps	   criss-­‐
crossed	   over	   telescopic	  
handle	  
107	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Backpack	   Handles...	  threaded...	  
Shoulder	   straps	   criss-­‐
crossed	   over	   telescopic	  
handle	  
108	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Backpack	   Handles...	  threaded...	  
Was	  hanging	  on	  the	  front	  of	  
the	  carry-­‐on	  
109	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   2	   Backpack	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
110	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Backpack	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
111	   M	   P	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Backpack	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
112	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Backpack	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
113	   W	   P	   X	   	  	   2	   4	   Handbag	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
114	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	  
Thin	  pass-­‐through	  panel	  on	  
a	  big	  shiny	  textile	  bag.	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115	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   Louis	  Vuitton	  loose	  bag	  
118	   W	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Handles...	  threaded...	  
Handbag	   is	   leaning	   on	   the	  
wheeled	  luggage	  
119	   W	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Handles...	  threaded...	  
Neck	   pillow	   was	   hanging	  
around	   the	   telescopic	  
handle	   alongside	   the	  
handbag	  
120	   W	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Handles...	  threaded...	  
Only	   one	   of	   two	   handles	  
was	   threaded	   around	   the	  
telescopic	  handle	  
121	   W	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Handles...	  threaded...	   	  	  
122	   W	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Handles...	  threaded...	   	  	  
123	   W	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Handles...	  threaded...	   Only	  one	  of	  the	  handles.	  
125	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   Single	  telescopic	  tube	  
126	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	  
Carrying	   two	   extra	  
handbags,	  one	  on	  each	  side	  
of	  the	  telescopic	  handle	  
127	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
128	   W	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
129	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
130	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
131	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
132	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
133	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
134	   M	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
135	   W	   P	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
136	   W	   B	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
137	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
138	   W	   P	   X	   	  	   2	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
139	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
140	   M	   P	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	  
Rested	  on	  top	  of	  the	  carry-­‐
on	  as	  well,	  matching.	  
116	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   2	   Handbag	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
117	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Handbag	   Pass-­‐through	  panel	   	  	  
124	   W	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Handbag	   Handles...	  threaded...	   Big	  handbag	  
141	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   4	   2	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
142	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   Hard	  case	  handbag	  
143	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
144	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
145	   W	   P	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
146	   W	   P	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
147	   W	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Handbag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
148	   M	   ?	   	  	   X	   4	   4	   Motor	  cycle	  helmet	  
Threaded	   around	   the	  
telescopic	  handle	  
The	   helmet	   is	   treaded	  
around	   the	   telescopic	  
handle	  
149	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Camera	  bag	   Handles...	  threaded...	  
The	   long	   straps	   are	  
threaded	   around	   the	  
telescopic	  handle	  
150	   M	   B	   X	   	  	   2	   2	   Garment	  bag	   Holding...	  handle	   	  	  
151	   M	   B	   	  	   X	   2	   2	   Jacket	   Handles...	  threaded...	  
	  	  
	  
 
 
  
Figure B.2.4 Observations Kastrup part 4 
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Appendix C Interviews 
 
C.1 Questions 
The interview questions are presented in Swedish. 
 
Att ta med: 
Resväska, Ryggsäck, Laptop, ”Pass”, ”Biljett”, Telefon, Kaffekopp och Jacka 
Det här vill vi få ut: 
•   Hur de använder sin extraväska. 
•   Snabbhet, säkerhet och enkelhet. <- Hur viktigt är det? 
•   Använder de en eller två händer? Vad är behovet? 
•   Vilket moment är de jobbigaste idag? 
•   Vad blir man irriterad över?  
•   Vilka moment skapar starka känslor? Vilka känslor? 
Tänk på detta: 
•   Prata om deras historia, deras liv. Det som har hänt. 
•   Gräv djupare 
•   Fråga om specifika saker som hänt. Be dem utveckla sina påståenden. 
•   Lyssna, lyssna, lyssna 
Frågor:  
När var senaste gången du var och reste? (från taxin till passkontrollen, 
säkerhetskontrollen, tar bussen etc.) 
•   Kan du berätta hur det gick till? 
•   Var det något du tänkte extra mycket på?  
•   Något du gillade? 
•   Vilka besvärligheter uppstår när du reser?  
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•   Vilka moment sinkar dig när du reser? 
•   Var det något som du upplevde bra? 
Vad reste du med för bagage? Hur var upplevelsen?  
Kan du visa hur du gör för att få med dig allt bagage? 
Sätter du ihop dina väskor när du reser? 
•   Varför då? 
Finns det någon funktion som du saknar?  
•   Hur skulle funktionen underlätta för dig? 
•   Hur gör du för att lösa problemet idag? 
•   Beskriv hur du skulle använda funktionen om den fanns. När skulle du 
använda den? 
•   Hur passar den funktionen in i din användning av väskan? Beskriv hur du 
skulle använda den? 
Finns det något annat du tycker att vi skulle ha frågat dig? 
Finns det någon annan du tycker att vi ska prata med? 
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C.2 Summary of Answers 
 
The interviews are summarized in Swedish. 
Deltagare 1: 
•   Reser ca varannan vecka 
•   Borta 1-2 nätter oftast 
•   Reser oftast inom Europa, mest Tyskland 
•   Reser ibland till Italien (Fiat) 
•   Fast track på flygplatsen 
o   "Att resa är att vänta/köa" 
o   Ibland tittar han på folk på flygplatsen 
o   Ibland jobbar han i loungen - pga wifi + kaffe 
•   Jobbar inte så ofta på flyget 
o   Bara 1-1,5 h och kaffe på det = inte så mycket tid över 
•   Använder Thule Crossover Carry-on 
•   Använder en Thule ryggsäck som laptopväska (vet inte exakt vilken, kanske 
en lite mindre..?) 
o   Där får han plats med lite mer saker än bara laptopen 
o   Han tycker att det är bekvämare 
o   Han har tidigare haft tunga datorer då han tyckt det varit bäst med en 
ryggsäck 
o   Ingen pass-through panel/visste in att den fanns --> han använder den 
inte iaf 
o   Han tror inte att han skulle få plats med allt han vill ha med sig i en 
"vanlig" laptopväska 
•   Är ofta i gränslandet checka in/inte checka in 
•   Han checkar oftast in 
o   Tycker det är obekvämt att fläka upp alla toalettartiklar på bandet vid 
säkerhetskontrollen. 
o   På ditvägen går det nästan alltid bra men ibland strul på hemvägen 
o   Skönt om man har connecting flights. 
•   Använder aldrig facket för laptopen på rullväskan 
o   Har inte sett någon annan använda det 
o   Känsla av meningslöshet kring detta 
•   "Ingen på Thule använder något annat än Thule" 
•   Hade Case Logic innan (som Thule äger) 
•   Generellt: inte pengarna väskan kostar som avgör om du reser med den eller 
inte, det är om det står Thule på den 
•   Deltagare 1 är rädd om innehållet 
•   Inte så rädd om väskan 
o   Inte hans egna, inte han som köpt den 
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•   Dåligt med Crossovern enligt Deltagare 1: 
o   Vassa grejer i hörnen/under 
•   Kan skada hans bilsäten eller parkettgolv eller bagageutrymmet 
o   Han tycker att hjulen låter väldigt mycket när man går på 
klinkergolv/hårt golv/gångrullbanden på flygplatser 
•   Det är störigt tycker Deltagare 1 
•   Deltagare 1 tar ofta en hyrbil när han kommer fram. 
o   Väskan lämnar han kvar i bilen 
o   Han tar med sin laptopväska (ryggsäcken) 
•   Sällan men ibland tar han taxi 
o   Då tar Deltagare 1 med sig sin carry-on till mötet 
•   Han har själv inte använt funktionen att sätta sin laptop ovanpå rullväskan 
o   Pga tidigare stor dator + prototyper + annat = tungt att bära i handen  
--> använder ryggsäck, visste inte att pass-through panel fanns 
överhuvudtaget på ryggsäckarna 
  
Ryggsäck: 
•   Har sin ryggsäck på ryggen 
•   Nackdel: 
o   Varmt 
•   Fördel: 
o   Man får plats med fler saker (än i en "vanlig" laptop väska) 
•   Ofta slänger han bara ena remmen på ryggsäcken över axeln men tänker 
aktivt på att ta på sig båda 
o   Snett efter en hel dag - "jobbigt" 
  
•   Har sitt boardingkort i telefonen 
o   Fixat innan han kommer till flygplatsen 
•   Går direkt till bag drop när han kommit in på flygplatsen 
•   Vill checka in väskan 
o   Annars måste han ha koll på den 
o   Släpa runt på den 
o   Ta upp toalettartiklar på rullbandet --> "inte kul" 
o   Crossover carry-on är lite för stor i måtten 
•   Orolig för att den inte ska få ta med den på lite billigare 
flygbolag 
•   Får ej plats - "bökigt" 
•   Rullväskan ligger alltid halvpackad hemma på samma plats med svarta 
lackskorna (om han ska till Tyskland) i en plastpåse - "vill hålla isär" 
•   Har på sig kavajen på flyget 
o   Inte så ofta nedpackad 
•   Han har ibland med sig takräckesprototyper i en låda på sidan av 
o   Då tar han en bagagevagnstrolley (om den är gratis..) 
•   Om han hade valt väska själv hade han antagligen valt en Rimowa-liknande 
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o   Aluminium 
•   Upplever att det är mer hållbart än plast 
o   Status 
•   Exklusivare 
•   Dyrare 
o   Ser den ofta när han är ute och reser 
o   Ser robust ut 
•   "Rädd om innehållet" 
o   Han anser att en hård väska kan skydda innehållet mer än en mjuk 
•   "Plast känns ju plastigt"  
•   Tyg/mjuk blir mosig och kan tryckas ihop 
o   Han tycker inte om det riktigt för han vet hur väskorna behandlas efter 
check in 
•   Rädd om innehållet 
o   Han gillar inte att väskan ser tilltryckt ut 
•   Om han åker till Tyskland bara över dagen har han oftast med sig samma 
mängd tillbaka hem 
•   Om han åker till Asien lämnar han ofta lite ledig plats i väskan för att kunna 
ta med sig saker hem 
•   När han har landat tar han väskan och slänger in den i bagageutrymmet på 
hyrbilen 
o   Vill inte skada interiören 
•   Sen kommer han till hotellet och lämnar väskan 
•   Tycker om de två fasta handtagen 
o   Att man kan bära på båda sätt 
•   Däremot kan han vara orolig för att bli smutsig av hjulen och undersidan när 
han bär väskan 
  
•   Saknar: 
o   Tycker att Crossovern har fel mått 
o   Vill ha en väska som skyddar innehållet 
  
•   4 hjul: 
o   Aldrig känt saknaden av att inte ha de extra två 
o   Kan tänka sig att använda det, lite likgiltig 
•   2 hjul: 
o   Han har alltid tyckt att två hjul fungerar bra 
o   Har aldrig upplevt Crossovern som trögrullad 
o   "2 hjul känns mer skyddat än 4" då han jämförde Crossover med 
Revolve.. 
•   Han hade en Case Logic som dragkedjan gick sönder på 
•   Tror att dragkedjan på Crossovern också kommer göra det ("samma sk*t") 
o   (Detaljerna får inte se ut som att de kan gå sönder) 
•   Deltagare 1 gillar färgen på sin Crossover 
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o   Inte syns så väl att den blir smutsig 
  
•   Han kan kanske vara intresserad av att kunna koppla sin datorväska till 
rullväskan 
o   Kan då tänka sig att han skulle använda den pass-through panel som 
finns där 
•   *tog upp hp-väskan, var inte supersmidigt att trä över den* 
§   (Crossoverhandtagen har en vinkel..) 
•   När han  tidigare hade en arbetsstationsdator var de för tunga för att bära i en 
datorväska i handen 
  
•   När han reser i Europa har han en smidig kavaj/jacka från MQ 
o   Pass i vänster ficka 
o   Plånbok i höger ficka 
o   Knölar ner jackan i ryggsäcken om han inte behöver den/blir varm 
•   Tänker i förväg på hur mycket han kommer vara utomhus 
o   Ofta är han bara inomhus - går från lagom konditionerad bil till lagom 
konditionerad flygplats osv.. 
o   Tar kanske inte ens med sig en jacka om han ska till typ Italien som är 
varmare 
•   I facket på framsidan av ryggsäcken har han huvudvärkstabletter 
o   Ibland lägger han passet där 
•   Inget värdefullt i rullväskan när den checkas in 
•   Har typ laddaren till mobilen i Safety Zone 
•   Började sammanfatta genom att säga att han inte köper sin väska själv 
	  
Deltagare 2: 
•   Använder en Subterra carry-on + en Subterra ryggsäck 23L (den minsta) 
•   Reser oftast till Malmö, Göteborg, inom Sverige och Europa (England 
ibland) 
•   Är oftast borta en natt  
•   Ibland bara över dagen - då tar han bara med sig sin ryggsäck 
•   Han checkar helst in sin rullväska om han har tid till det (vilket han oftast 
har) 
•   Han tycker att det är lätt att trä på ryggsäcken över handtaget med hjälp av 
den pass-through panel som finns 
•   Efter att han hade trätt på väskan på teleskophandtaget hamnade 
axelremmarna över handtaget. Dessa petade han in bakom teleskophandtaget 
istället 
•   Använde båda händerna för detta 
•   "Vore bra med något smidigt som man kan docka/klicka fast" 
•   Tryckte på båda knapparna på teleskophandtaget när han skulle justera den - 
tumme och lillfinger 
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•   Han har pass + plånbok i ryggsäcken 
•   Mobilen i fickan 
•    På hans Subterra-ryggsäck finns det ett bra fack på insidan för datorn 
•   Den tycker han är bra för det går lätt att få upp datorn vid 
säkerhetskontrollen 
•   Deltagare 2 kör bil till flygplatsen och parkerar i p-huset. 
•   Han har sina två väskor i bagageutrymmet på bilen 
•   Han plockar ut den och kopplar samman väskorna och stoppar bak 
remmarna och prommenixar till check-in-disken 
•   Han tycker att det är trångt att komma in och få tag att hålla i handtaget om 
remmarna ligger på framsidan 
•   För att det ska vara skönt att hålla måste han ta bak remmarna (verkade inte 
som att det var så stort problem för honom..) 
•   "Handtaget är mycket skönt att hålla i" 
•   Väl framme vid disken tar han av ryggsäcken och slänger upp den på ena 
axeln och checkar in rullväskan 
•   Han tycker att ryggsäcken sitter väldigt bra på ena axeln 
•   Ibland sätter hand en på andra axeln 
•   Men det är väldigt sällan som han tar på sig båda remmarna 
•   För att väskan är skön att bara bära på ena 
•   För att om man har båda så skrynklas kostymen som har typ alltid har på sig 
när han reser 
•   Han har pass och mobil med boardingkort i handen och går till 
säkerhetskontrollen 
•   Har lagt sina toalettartiklar i det incheckade bagaget 
•   "Det är skönt när det går smidigt vid säkerhetskontrollen"  
•   Han gillar att ha en organiserad väska - skönt 
•   Går sedan till en lounge och sätter sig för att jobba där. 
•   Om han har med sig rullväskan och behöver gå på toaletten tycker han att 
det vore bra om han inte behövde släpa med sig rullväskan utan han vill 
kunna låsa fast väskorna i varandra och allt i typ ett bord 
•   Men han brukar ta med sig den ändå 
•   Om han bara ar ryggan tar han md sig den in på toan med datorn i 
•   Väl inne i flygplanet lägger han upp ryggsäcken i overhead compartment 
•   Han kommer på att då kunde det vara bra med ett lättåtkomligt fack så han 
lätt och smidigt kan komma åt sin plånbok och ljudreducerande hörlurar ifall 
väskan inte hamnar precis ovanför honom 
•   Facket ska helst vara på utsidan så att han inte behöver in i det stora facket 
och rota där han kan ha viktiga dokument 
•   Han brukar inte jobba på flyget 
•   Ofta korta sträckor 
•   Har redan fixat det har behöver innan 
•   När han har landat måste han stå i kö och vänta till passkontrollen - ofta 
obemannade automatiska sådana 
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•   Då tycker han att det är skönt om man kan ställa av sig sin ryggsäck på 
rullväskan. 
•   Ett litet utrymme man ska stå i när de scannar passet osv, skönt att ha 
ryggsäcken på ryggen då 
•   Annars måste han hålla den trångt framför sig (tänk kanin) 
•   Efter det går han ut och tar en taxi 
•   "Det blir ju mycket upp och ner och sätta på och ta av ryggsäcken" 
•   "Det hade varit skönt att slippa extramomentet med att trä över ryggsäcken 
på teleskophandtaget" 
•   Han tycker att Subterran känns lite billig/känslig och han gillar inte riktigt 
det plastiga bakpartiet 
•   "Men det gör den ju lätt" 
•   Den gamla väskan Crossover tyckte han kändes bättre i sin helhet med tyget 
•   Plast=billigt 
•   Tyg=exklusivt när han jämförde de två rullväskorna.. 
•   Han tyckte att höjden på teleskophandtaget var bra för honom och hans 
längd 
•   Man skulle kanske vilja kunna ställa in höjden på teleskophandtaget (obs 
kanske pga ledande fråga..?) 
•   "Då måste också hänsyn tas till höjden på extraväskan" 
•   Han kommenterade att handtaget på Subterran var bättre jämfört med 
Crossovern för det kunde ofta fastna och vara jobbig att fälla ner 
•   Om han fick önska en feature skulle han vilja ha ett fack för sin vattenflaska 
som han brukar köpa efter säkerhetskontrollen 
•   Han har inte använt 4 hjul men kan tänka sig att det är skönt att ha om man 
förflyttar sig lite grann. 
•   Ibland tycker han att det kan vara lite jobbigt att bara ha 2 hjul 
•   Om man är i taxfreen vill man gärna ha den framför sig och inte råka föra 
över någons fötter. 
•   Han brukar inte ta av sig kostymen när han är på språng  
•   Ibland tar han av sig den när han är hos kund men då brukar han bara ha sin 
ryggsäck med sig i alla fall 
•   "Det man ska ha i säkerhetskontrollen vill man ha lättillgängligt" (laptop + 
necessär) 
•   Han har inte haft något direkt problem med pass-through panel, den funkar 
alltid bra, ryggsäcken sitter kvar 
•   Han vill få plats med grejer + ha dem lättillgängliga	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Appendix D Costumer Needs 
Complete list of User Needs. 
Table D.1 Costumer Needs 
BASIC FUNCTIONS 
The solution ought to work with a handbag 
The solution ought to work with a laptop bag 
The solution ought to work with a briefcase 
The solution ought to work with a backpack 
The solution ought to allow the secondary bag to be placed on a wheeled bag 
standing upright 
The solution ought to function both when rolling the combined luggage on two 
and four wheels 
  
SECONDARY FUNCTIONS 
The solution ought to work for a fully packed bag 
The solution ought to hold a heavy bag 
The solution should minimize any risk of disturbance for the user when not in use 
The solution ought to allow the user to maneuver the connected bags 
The solution ought to permit easy access to the content of the secondary luggage 
The solution should simplify bringing bulky items 
The solution should allow the user to walk through different environments 
The solution ought to facilitate going through the security check at airports 
The solution should keep the functionality of the secondary bag 
  
EASE OF USE 
The solution needs to be easy to use 
The secondary bag ought to be easily attached to the wheeled luggage 
The solution ought to be easy to find 
The solution ought to be known 
The solution ought to be easy to understand 
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The solution ought to be easy to learn 
The solution should contribute to intuitive action 
The solution ought to enable fast attachment 
The secondary bag ought to be easily detached to the wheeled luggage 
The solution ought to minimize effort of the user 
The solution should be accomplished by as few steps as possible 
The solution ought to be easier than using a pass-through panel 
The solution should allow the user to have at least one hand free when the bags 
are connected 
The solution should allow the user to grab the handle of the wheeled bag 
The solution should minimize the impact on the usual way of carrying the 
secondary luggage 
The solution ought to allow the user to use the secondary bag as usual 
The solution should allow the telescopic handle to work as usual 
The connection ought to be able to be performed when the user is walking 
The connection ought to be able to be performed when the user is going up/down 
an escalator.  
The solution should facilitate the user to multitask 
The user ought to be able to carry the connected luggages over obstacles (e.g. 
curb, stair, train entrance) 
The connection of the bags ought to be able to be carried out with one hand 
The disconnection of the bags ought to be able to be carried out with one hand 
  
ERGONOMICS 
It is valued if the solution offers a variation of ways to carry the wheeled luggage 
The solution should make it easy to hold the telescopic handle in a comfortable 
way 
The solution ought to offer a comfortable grip for hands of different sizes 
The place where the user holds their hand ought to be comfortable, regardless of 
hand size 
The solution ought to keep the comfort of the secondary bag when not attached 
The connection ought to minimize negative impact on the user when carrying the 
backpack on the back, regardless of shoulder straps in use 
  
SECURITY 
The solution will have minimal impact (negatively) on the content of the luggages 
The solution will withstand rough handling   
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The solution ought to minimize risk of harming the surroundings 
The design of the solution ought to minimize sharp edges 
The solution ought to minimize impact on surroundings when disconnected 
The solution ought to facilitate user overview of the connected luggages 
The solution should prevent the bags from being stolen 
The solution ought to maximize the stability of the secondary bag 
The solution ought to maximize the feeling of the connection's security 
The solution ought to maximize the feeling of secured belongings 
  
ESTETICS 
Sound 
The solution ought to minimize rattle 
  
Appearance 
The solutions ought to signal status 
Minimize risk of looking dirty  
The solution ought to look solid and sustainable 
The luggages ought to signal durability 
The solution ought to express quality 
  
Size 
Minimize the solution's space 
Minimize the solution's impact on the wheeled luggage dimensions 
The solution ought to make the bundle of connected bags as space saving as 
possible 
The connected bags ought to be able to fit in small spaces 
The solution will work for a secondary luggage that have room for more than a 
laptop 
The solution ought to occupy minimal packing space of the wheeled luggage 
  
OTHER 
Minimize risk of getting dirty 
The solution ought to satisfy Thule employees 
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Appendix E Concept Decision Matrix 
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